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1.

OPENING OF THE SESSION

1.1
The second session of the CAS Working Group on Short- and Medium-range
Weather Prediction Research was opened by Dr. J. R. Bates, Chairman of the
Working Group, at 8.00 a.m. on Monday, 26 August 1985 in the Conference room
of the Hydrometeorological Institute of the Socialist Republic of Serbia. Dr.
Bates invited Dr. I. Delijanic, General Director Assistant of the Federal
Hydrometeorological Institute (FHMI) of Yugoslavia to address the group.
1.2
Dr. Delijanic said that in previous days, in this same conference
room, FHMI had the pleasure of organizing the meeting of the Steering Group on
Limited-area Modelling that has done an important job with the full engagement
of its chairman, its members and the representative of the Secretariat of the
World Meteorological Organization. Dr. Delijanic has had the same pleasure in
meeting here the Working Group on short- and medium-range weather prediction
research. Having in mind that the group is composed of the most prominent
experts, there is no doubt that this meeting will represent another
significant contribution to the further improvement in weather forecasting in
the whole world and in the host country as well. The results will also be a
stimulus to research and development of methods on the short- and medium-range
weather forecasting.
1.3
Dr. I. Delijanic continued his speech by saying that Yugoslavia, being
one of the first members of the World Meteorological Organization, during the
whole period of this significant specialized agency of the United Nations, so
precious to the meteorologists of the world, has always given its maximum
support to its activity. This activity of the WMO, through technical
assistance, specialization of experts and various research and operational
programmes, has also contributed to the development of the Yugoslavian
Hydrometeorological Service giving thus a significant and recognized
contribution to the economical development of the country. Because of all
this, FHMI has the full support of the government and economical
organizations. The Yugoslavian Government organizations and
Hydrometeorological Service were very pleased to be the host of meetings of
this kind and Dr. Delijanic thanked WMO for enabling FHMI to organize this
meeting in Belgrade. He pointed out that contribution to the international
co-operation represents the permanent policy of Yugoslavia. On behalf of the
Federal Hydrometeorological Institute and the Meteorological Service of
Yugoslavia, he wished all participants a successful meeting and a pleasant
stay in Belgrade.
1.4
Dr. D. Milicevic, Director of the Hydrometeorological Institute of the
Socialist Republic of Serbia welcomed all the participants wishing them a
successful meeting, saying that he felt proud to host the experts of such an
important meeting. He expressed the wish that they would feel comfortable in
this Institute.
1.5
On behalf of the WMO Secretariat, Dr. X. Du expressed gratitude to the
Federal Hydrometeorological Institute for its kind invitation to host this
meeting and the excellent local arrangements that had been made to ensure the
success of the meeting. He also pointed out the timeliness in convening the
meeting to review the recent advances and to examine the activity for
effective and efficient implementation of the WMO Programme on Short- and
Medium-range Weather Prediction Research.
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1.6
The Chairman, Dr. Bates, welcomed the participants (see Appendix I,
List of Participants), and especially thanked those, including the
corresponding members of the Working Group, who had made written contributions
to this session. On behalf of all participants, Dr. Bates thanked the Federal
Hydrometeorological Institute of Yugoslavia for its kindness in hosting this
session and then approved the working schedule of the session.
2.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
The participants approved the agenda as recorded in Appendix 2.

3.

INFORMATION ON DECISIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL RELEVANT TO THE WORK
OF THE GROUP

The meeting studied the relevant excerpts from the report of the
thirty-seventh session of the Executive Council and considered them as
guideline for the session as well as for the future work of the Working Group.
4.

REVIEW OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE WEATHER
PREDICTION RESEARCH.

The group recalled that it had reviewed the advances made in the
relevant aspects of dynamical and statistical weather prediction at its last
session (Geneva, 24-28 January 1983). It considered that progress made since
then warranted a new review. References to this item as well as those
submitted by activity centres are given in Appendix 3.
Four-Dimensional Data Assimilation and Observing Systems Experiments
4.1
Data assimilation systems in use at various NWP centers are either of
the intermittent variety in which a prediction model is interrupted
periodically and connected with timely observations, or of the continuous type
in which the prediction is corrected each time step. Intermittent
assimilation is in use at most of the operational NWP centers and many
research institutions, while the continuous method is used at the
United Kingdom Meteorological Office and at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory in the USA. A description of many of the systems may be found in a
recent paper by Daley et. al. (1985). In connection with the intermittent
method, most systems use a 6h update frequency, treating the available data as
synoptic at 00, 06, 12 and 18 GMT. A few experiments have been conducted with
more frequent updating, but have not proved'beneficial. At least one center
(NMC) reports that verifications of 6h forecasts from 06 GMT and 18 GMT
frequently show larger errors than do l2h forecasts verifying at the same
time, even though the analysis and forecast system used to produce the 6h and
l2h predictions are identical. The evidence suggests that, given current data
assimilation techniques, the data base at the 06 GMT and 18 GMT update times
is inadequate; more frequent updates therefore do not appear warranted at
present.
4.2
Both intermittent and continuous assimilation systems require a means
of blending the available data and interpolating it to a regular grid
network. This function is accomplished in an increasing number of centers by
the method of optimum interpolation. Most operational centers use OI, as do
many research institutions; the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres in the USA
is in the process of implementing a new assimilation system based on OI (Baker
et. al., 1985).
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Existing systems have been improved during the past two years through
improvements in the prediction models, which leads to higher quality
background fields. The ECMWF has increased the horizontal resolution of its
assimilation model from T63 to T106, for example, and the NMC is introducing a
GFDL physics package. Such developments act to reduce the error in the
short-period forecasts and therefore reduce the magnitude of the correction
introduced by the data.
4.4
Operational experience with the optimum interpolation method has led
to the identification of some shortcomings of the method. Many of the
important developments in data assimilation systems over the past two years
are associated with attempts to correct these shortcomings. These are further
discussed in a subsequent paragraph. Among recent research efforts in data
assimilation methods, the "adjoint" approach of Talagrand and Le Dimet (1985)
is noteworthy. This approach is an extension of earlier work by Morel et. aI,
(1974) and Talagrand (1981), and offers interesting possibilities for
improving the assimilation of remotely-sensed and other data.
4.5
With respect to observing systems experiments, a simulation of global
wind profiles from a space-based active remote sensor (WINDSAT) has been
recently completed (Dey, Bostelman and Arnold, 1985). Using a 20-day ECMWF
prediction as the "reference atmosphere", simulated observations were
generated and assimilated in a set of 5-day assimilation runs. First a
calibration was performed by assimilating the simulated full FGGE data base
and, separately a simulated reduced FGGE data set in which all radiosonde
winds were removed. These simulated runs were compared to parallel
assimilations in which the real full-FGGE set and the real reduced set were
used. Comparison of the real and simulated runs allows an assessment of the
realism of the simulations. Finally, the simulated WINDSAT data were added to
the simulated full-FGGE set, to estimate the impact of having WINDSAT profiles
available in the tropics. A significant impact was obtained, reinforcing the
notion that global wind profiles would be very valuable.
Objective Analysis and Initialization
4.6
As noted previously, the widespread use of the optimum interpolation
analysis method in data assimilation systems has produced generally
satisfactory results but also has illuminated problems. Some of these are:
inadequate representation of small-scale features or pronounced
extrema in the atmosphere;
specification of the error covariance model and its uniform use over
the entire domain;
performance in the tropics;
existence of long-term mean errors in the forecasts used for the
background field.
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Development trends in recent years have attempted to respond to some
of these problems. For example, in order to improve the response to
small-scale features, some centers have increased the horizontal resolution
(e.g. Juvanon du Vachat, et. aI, 1983), where justified by the data base.
Vertical resolution has also been increased (e.g. DiMego, 1985) to take
advantage of the greater detail in complete radiosonde temperature, moisture,
and wind profiles.
4.8
One of the most important developmental trends in optimum
interpolation is the increasing attention directed to modelling the error
covariance matrix. Recently, the ECMWF developed a new model based on a
Bessel-function representation of accumulated forecast errors (Hollingsworth
and Lonnberg, 1985; Lonnberg and Hollingsworth, 1985). This model differs in
many important ways from the "Gaussian" form used widely, and will likely be
adopted by other centers. Another important contribution is the spatially
variable error covariance model developed at the Goddard Laboratory for
Atmospheres (Baker et. al., 1985). This recognizes variations in forecast
behaviour as a function of altitude, and data availability.
4.9
Research on assimilation using Kalman filtering may also be viewed as
an attempt to improve the error covariance model. The application of the
method in data assimilation allows the complete forecast error covariance
matrix to be predicted by a linear version of the same model used to advance
the meteorological variables. The error covariance matrix thus is a function
of space and time. Unfortunately, the method is very demanding
computationally. Parrish and Cohn (1985) have constructed a simplified
version of a Kalman filter assimilation system - using two space dimensions
and a shallow-water model - to explore possible compromises with the theory
which might permit practical applications.
4.10
Performance in the tropics in multivariate 01 systems has been
questioned because of the linear (geostrophic) mass/motion constraints
incorporated in the error covariance model. In low latitudes, these must be
empirically relaxed, thus decoupling the mass and motion analyses.
Nevertheless, even the decoupled covariances still reflect middle latitude
dynamics, with the result that the wind analysis increments tend to be
rotational. The divergent wind, a major component in the tropics, is
therefore not well represented. Recent research at the ECMWF and at Goddard
may improve this situation.
4.11
Optimum interpolation, as usually formulated, assumes. that .there is no
long-·term mean error in the background field. Usually this assumption is
approximately correct. For the wind speed in the cores of jet streams,
however, the prediction models characteristically exhibit a negative error.
The result of this is that a portion of the underestimate carries over into
the analysis. This may be a serious problem in aviation applications, where
accurate knowledge of wind speed maxima is of critical importance.
4.12
Recent intercomparisons of analyses produced by various centers (e.g.
Hollingsworth et. al., 1985) have provided a reminder of the importance of
quality control procedures to the overall performance of analysis systems.
Differences in those procedures were determined as a major source of
differences between the ECMWF, NMC and UKMO analyses by Hollingsworth et. al.
Additional work, on both the quality of the data and quality control
procedures, is required.
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4.13
Noteworthy developments in initialization have occurred in at least
two areas. One, as noted above, is the incorporation of non-adiabatic effects
into the non-linear forcing. Many of the existing systems use some form of
non-linear normal mode initialization procedure to adjust any dynamic
imbalances remaining after the analysis. Increasingly, efforts are being made
to incorporate the effects of model physics, especially latent heat release,
into the initialization procedure (Rasch, 1984). Another area of good
progress is in the application of normal-mode initialization methodology to
limited-area models. The work of Lynch (1985) with a Laplace transform
method, and of Kasahara (1982) and of Browning et. al (1980) with a bounded
derivative approach, are especially interesting.
Parameterization
4.14
The period since the previous session of the Working Group has
witnessed both a more widespread use of comprehensive parameterization schemes
by Forecasting Centres and a gradual refinement of the schemes already in
regular use. An example of the former is the operational introduction at NMC
Washington of the GFDL "E2" parameterizations in the NMC global spectral
model. The latter can be illustrated by changes in the parameterization of
radiation at ECMWF, where there has been a staged introduction of the diurnal
cycle, a new treatment of long-wave transfer and a revised cloud
parameterization. Such changes have undoubtedly contributed to improve both
the accuracy and the range of products available from operational forecasting
systems. More generally, the importance of parameterized processes, even for
short-range prediction, has been highlighted by diagnostic studies of
particular important synoptic events such as the "President's Day Storm" of
the FGGE year (e.g. Bosart and Lin, 1984; Uccellini et al. 1984).
4.15
Notable developments in the field of parameterization include
representations of two hitherto neglected processes: gravity-wave drag and
shallow convection. Gravity-waves with scales of a few tens of kilometres may
be generated by orography and propagate vertically to force significant flow
changes in the upper troposphere and at higher levels. This has been
suggested as an important effect for inclusion in numerical models for many
years (e.g. Sawyer 1959; Bretherton, 1969; Lilly, 1972), but only recently
have parameterizations been developed for regular use, at the Canadian Climate
Centre (Boer et. al., 1984) and by Palmer and Shutts for operational
prediction and use in climate modelling at the U.K. Meteorological Office.
Shallow cumulus convection acts to transfer moisture upwards through the
planetary boundary layer, and can have a significant indirect influence on the
large-scale diabatic forcing through enhanced moisture supply from the
subtropical oceans, enhanced moisture transport into the tropics by the trade
winds, and thereby enhanced diabatic heating through latent heat release. A
simple formulation where eddy diffusivity is empirically increased when
shallow convection is assumed to occur has been developed by Tiedtke (1983),
and introduced operationally at ECMWF. Randall et. al. (1984) have included
the possibility of a strato-cumulus layer within a bulk planetary boundary
layer parameterization. The new schemes that have been used for operational
forecasting have been found to produce overall improvements in the quality of
individual forecasts, and substantial reductions in mean (or systematic)
forecast errors. Further refinements of these approaches can be expected.
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4.16
The parameterization of deep cumulus convection continues to receive
considerable attention. Variants of the scheme proposed by Kuo (1974) are
widely used and work has continued on the most appropriate partition of
moistening and heating with this scheme. In France, the KUO scheme has been
replaced for operational forecasting by a mass-flux scheme involving a
constant detrainment ratio and KUO-type closure, developed by Bougeault
(1983). The scheme proposed by Arakawa and Schubert (1983) continues to be
studied in research mode. Moist convective adjustment remains in use for a
number of applications, and promising results are being obtained from a
generalized adjustment scheme for both deep and shallow convection (Betts and
Miller, 1984). New treatments, including cloud water prediction, are being
developed for mesoscale models (e.g. Golding, 1984).
4.17
With refinement of model resolution in both global and limited-area
models, increasing attention is being paid to problems in the performance of
parameterization schemes as resolution is refined. For example, Gadd (1985)
reports integrations becoming more prone to grid-scale convection as
horizontal resolution is refined, including banded convection oriented along
mesh lines and gridpoint "storms", and Jarraud et. al. (1985) document how a
weak computational instability in the timestepping of a boundary-layer
parameterization became more evident with an increase in horizontal resolution
in a global spectral model. Despite such problems, Tiedtke and Slingo (1985)
provide limited evidence that improvements in overall forecast quality brought
about by use of the new ECMWF operational parameterizations are larger at
higher resolution.
4.18
Parameterization of land surface processes has commonly been regarded
as of secondary importance for short- and medium-range weather prediction in
view of the longer-term influence of these processes on the synoptic- and
larger-scale atmospheric flow. However, with more widespread use being made
of such NWP products as model near-surface temperatures, increased emphasis is
being placed on the representation of processes which can substantially effect
such products.
Specification of Orography
4.19
Following the work of Wallace et al. (1983) reviewed at the previous
session of the Working Group, and in addition to work on the parameterization
of orographically-induced gravity-wave drag discussed in paragraph 4.15,
investigations have been carried out at a number of centres into the use of
some form of enhanced orography in numerical prediction and climate models.
Forms introduced for operational forecasting include the "envelope" orography
in which the grid-square mean orography is enhanced by adding a certain factor
(in the range 1 -2) times the standard deviation of the sub-grid scale
orography, the "silhouette" orography in which use is made of averaged
projections of a high resolution orography on vertical planes, and an
orography based on a grid-square average of maximum terrain heights computed
on a much finer grid. Experience generally is that there is an overall
improvement in the quality of forecasts for the Northern Hemisphere, including
reductions in systematic errors, for winter situations at other than
relatively low resolutions of the order T21 or Rl5 in spectral models (e.g.
Tibaldi, 1985; Jarraud et al., 1985).
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4.20
However, work at ECMWF (Jarraud et al., loco cit.) and the
U.K. Meteorological Office has indicated a detrimental overall impact in
summer, although in the case of the ECMWF forecasts this was not found to be
the case at the highest global resolution (T106) studied. These and other
studies (e.g. Dell'Osso and Chen, 1984, Sumi and Kanamitsu, 1984) also
indicate that there are strong regional differences in the impact of the
orographic representation on forecast skill. In particular, there is some
evidence of detrimental impact of enchanced orography in the vicinity of the
Tibetan plateau.
Lateral and Upper Boundary Conditions
4.21
The treatment of lateral boundary conditions is an important problem
for LAM. A range of different lateral boundary techniques (including
relaxation scheme, tendency damping, increased diffusion domains, and
pseudo-radiation conditions) continue to be employed in limited-area forecast
models. For operational prediction, the complete over-specification method
(i.e., all predicted variables are externally specified at the boundary
points) have proven to be more reliable than theoretically more well posed
boundary conditions. The schemes introduced by Perkey and Kreitzberg (1976),
Kallberg and Gibson (1977), Davies (1976) and Tatsumi (1980, using Hovermale's
method; informed through personal correspondence) have been used in many
operational LAMs. A critique prepared by Davies (1983) outlines some of the
potential shortcomings of these various commonly utilized techniques.
4.22
Several recent studies relate to the effectiveness of the lateral
boundary treatment and/or the sensitivity of limited-area forecasts to the
accuracy of the lateral boundary data. Gadd (1985) shows an example of an
acceptable transmission of a synoptic scale system through a diffusion layer
into the interior of a limited area, whilst the study of Baumhefner and Perkey
(1982) reveals a counter-example. The studies of Orlanski and Polinsky (1984)
and Ross (1985) suggest that the benefit of the finer resolution of a LAM
might be offset by inaccuracies in the lateral boundary data. Again the
results obtained by Anthes arid Kuo (1984) can be construed to indicate that
"accurate" boundary data can in certain situations exert a dominant control
upon the flow development. Further quantitative and systematic studies of
these issues of sensitivity and effectiveness are desirable.
4.23
A satisfactory solution of the lateral boundary problem together with
adequate time-dependent boundary data derived from a larger domain model might
enable LAM forecasts to offer additional "local" detail even at extended
integration times.
4.24
In recent years several numerical experiments (e.g. Simmons and
Strufing, 1983; Mechoso et al., 1985) have cast light upon the influence of
the upper boundary in global circulation models. Experiments in which the top
model layer is located above 50 mb exhibit little sensitivity in short- and
medium-range forecasts for the lower and middle troposphere, although the
numerical formulation and parameterization of radiation for the uppermost
layer can have a significant tropospheric impact on the evolution of the model
beyond a two-week period and on its long-term climate. Detrimental
medium-range impact at the 500 mb level has been found for a model with a lid
at 50 mb.
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4.25
A related problem occurs on the meso-~ scale where an adequate upper
boundary treatment may need to be sensitive to the possible existence of
vertically propagating buoyancy waves. One-level, computationally rather
inexpensive schemes have been developed by Bougeault (1983) and Klemp and
Durran (1983), and these have now been incorporated into some meso-scale
models.
Nested Models, LAMs and Meso-Scale Models
4.26
A nested model (limited-area model) is a suitable tool which can
provide useful forecast information with modest computer power, if the
necessary boundary values are provided by a hemispheric and/or global model.
The limited area systems offer a considerable saving in computational time,
because the integration domain is greatly reduced as compared with
hemispheric/global models. It is usually believed that very sophisticated
schemes for parameterization of physical processes (e.g. radiation) are not
necessary for the short-range prediction of many synoptic features. The
operation of a limited area model is, therefore, very useful even if only a
modest or smaller computer is available. Sophisticated parameterization
schemes may be required for direct numerical prediction of local weather
elements and for predicting intensive and rapid developments.
4.27
With a larger computer power, we can increase the horizontal and
vertical resolutions of the model, and can adopt sophisticated
analysis/initialization schemes and physical parameterization schemes to
predict mesoscale phenomena in the atmosphere. This kind of model with a
horizontal resolution of 50 ~ 10 km is usually called a meso scale model;
such models are very important for short-range weather prediction.
4.28
The vertical co-ordinate system, horizontal discretization,
time-integration schemes, analysis/initialization technique and
parameterization schemes for physical processes developed and used for the
medium-range prediction models are applicable, in general, for the limited
area models. The recent advances in these aforementioned items are reviewed
under the relevant titles in this report.
Model Formulation for LAMs
4.29
Most of the existing LAMs are primitive equation grid point models
with a few exceptions. Model formulations used for medium-range prediction
are applicable, in general, for LAMs. Here, mention is given to the use of
the spectral method in LAMs. At present, a limited-area model using a
spectral approach is being developed at ECMWF. They intend to use a limited
area on a rotated spherical co-ordinate system with relaxation to a global
forecast at the boundaries and to represent the deviation from the global
forecast by a double sine-series.
4.30
A similar model has been developed at the Japan Meteorological Agency
by Tatsumi (1985), who introduced a "quasi-double Fourier expansion of the
prognostic variables" on the condition that the lateral boundary conditions be
always formulated by one-way nesting. Experiments on about 20 cases yielded
good results.
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4.31
At present, only one non-hydrostatic model has been developed to the
stage of quasi-operational testing. This is the mesoscale model developed at
the U.K. Meteorological Office, which is using a semi-implicit treatment of
the sound-wave terms in the equations.
Physical parameterization for LAMs
4.32
Some physical processes may be important only for long time
integration and may be neglected in short-range forecast models. On the other
hand, additional physical processes may be needed in order to simulate the
particular small-scale phenomena. At present, the conventional moist
convective adjustment scheme and the Kuo (1974) scheme are widely used for LAM
models to parameterize deep convection, although they do not always work
satisfactorily to simulate" the actual atmospheric process. The
parameterization scheme of shallow convection and stratiform condensation are
also applied in some LAMs.
4.33
In existing LAMs, the radiation scheme usually include only the
process at the ground surface. Recently, a radiation scheme including
radiation from the model-determined cloud layers has been introduced in some
LAMs. In these models, the cloud cover used is determined diagnostically from
the grid-scale variables of the model, as in GCMs and/or medium-range
prediction models.
4.34
The question whether to use the second- and higher-order closure
models for the PBL, which requires a high resolution of the boundary layer and
long computation time, or if the more simple first order closure model can be
used, is unsolved. Envelope mountains and parameterization of the mountain
drag, which have been effectively used in some medium-range prediction models,
may also be effective for LAM. However, the necessity of using the envelope
mountain and mountain drag parameterization in the higher resolution models is
open to question (Dell' Osso, 1985).
Analysis and Initialization for LAMs
4.35
The analysis and initialization techniques developed for medium-range
prediction models are applicable for LAMs in principle. More dense
observation data are needed for the estimation of the initial field of high
resolution LAMs. The use of high resolution satellite radiance data,
satellite cloud motion vector, and the data by "wind profiler" are being, or
will be, introduced in the future. The present operational optimum
interpolation scheme, which assumes stationarity in time and space, is not
adequate to resolve the mesoscale field. The introduction of flow~dependent
and/or geographically-dependent forecast error co-variance models will be
needed for mesoscale anlaysis.
4.36
The initialization technique used for medium-range prediction models
are applied for LAMs. However, at present, it is not clear what kind of
dynamic balance will exist in the mesoscale field. The physical understanding
of the balance will be important to develop improved initialization schemes
for meso-scale models.
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I t has been experienced that the precipitation produced in LAMs is
very small within the first few hours of the time integration. One of the
important problems in LAMs (or short-range numerical prediction in general) is
this slow spin up of the precipitation processes in the model. Inclusion of
diabatic effects in the initialization is one important element in the
solution of this problem. Kudo (1985, personal communication) of Japan
Meteorological Agency made an experiment to improve upon the slow spin up of
precipitation system in a 20 km-mesh model by including the "observed"
diabatic heating. Precipitation was estimated from the surface and radar
observations at first. Then the condensation heating ratio was estimated by
assuming a vertical profile of the heating. The model was then integrated for
the first one hour with this prescribed time independent heating. The physics
of the model were not turned off during the first one hour. After the one
hour integration, the prescribed heating was switched off and the model was
run with its own physics.
4.38
A somewhat similar experiment has been reported on by Danard. In his
case the "observed" heating was determined from satellite pictures. The
precipitation comparable with the observation is predicted in the model even
in the first few hours of time integration. Although the nature of the
circulation system yielded by the forced heating has not been examined yetI
this shows some possibility of improving the slow spin up of the precipitation
and the experiments are to be continued.
Case studies, verificaton and intercomparison studies on meso-scale
models.
4.39
Some detailed case studies of meso-scale prediction experiments have
been made (for example Anthes 1983 1 Fritsch and Chappell 1980, Ninomiya et
al. 1 1984 1 1985). The nature of the meso-scale phenomena and their evolution
process are not well understood yet because of the insufficiency in the data
density. Therefore, the detailed verification of the predictions by
meso-scale models on the basis of the observations is very important to prove
the result of the predictions and to lay ground for improvements of the model.
l

4.40
The verification method used for large-scale prediction such as RMS
errors of height correlation coefficient and SI scores are not necessarily
useful to measure the accuracy of the meso-scale prediction. More detailed
verification on the actual weather element, such as proposed by Anthes (1983)
will be useful. Japan Meteorological Agency has made verification of the
prediction of actual weather elements by an operational high resolution model
since 1984 (Activity reports 1984 and 1983).
l

l

4.41
Recently, Anthes in NCAR has proposed an intercomparison study of
meso-scale models. Some institutes were invited to participate in this
project. This kind of intercomparison study should be widely supported.
Numerical Technigues and Resolution
4.42
During the last few years, a considerable number of works have
appeared which summarise progress in numerical techniques. Among these may be
numbered Anthes (1983), Cullen (1983), ECMWF (1984)1 Pielke (1984), Riddaway
(1984), Staniforth (1984)1 WMO (1984), AMS (1985) and WMO (1985).
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The main areas of recent progress have been: (a) The use of spectral
techniques for hemispheric and global modelling; (b) The continued development
of more economical time schemes, including semi-Lagrangian schemes; (c) The
development of improved vertical differencing schemes; (d) The further
development of horizontal conserving schemes for grid point models; (e) New
methods of treating the advection equation so that positive definite
quantities remain positive, and (f) Fundamental studies of methods for
treating discontinuities.
Spectral Techniques
4.44
Spectral models are now used routinely for hemispheric or global
forecasting in a large number of centres; they have been used in Australia and
Canada since 1976 (Bourke, 1974; Daley et. al., 1976), in USA since 1980
(Sela, 1980), in France since 1982 (Rochas et. al., 1980) and in ECMWF and
Japan since 1983 (Simmons and Jarraud, 1983; Kanamitsu et. al., 1983). They
are also being used for general circulation studies (e.g., Gardon and Stern,
1982). Up to the present time, the routine use of spectral models has been
confined to cases where the domain of integration is hemispheric or global.
The use of spectral technique for LAM is discussed in para. 4.29. It is to be
noted that the finite difference technique is being used to good effect for
global forecasting by the U.K. Meteorological Office.
4.45
All the spectral models referred to above use semi-implicit time
diferencing, with three time levels. At present, it is not clear what the
relative advantages of spectral models will be when the new fast time schemes
described below are fully developed, or as model resolution is further refined.
Economical Time Schemes, including Semi-Lagrangian schemes.
4.46
Great advances in the efficiency of integrating primitive equation
models were achieved by the introduction of the semi-implicit method (Robert,
1969; Robert et. al., 1972) and of the splitting method (Marchuk, 1974) used
either with a forward-backward treatment of the gravity wave terms (Gadd,
1974: Mesinger, 1977) or with the early three level Shumann scheme. Even with
these advances, however, the time steps have been restricted to values for
which the time truncation error is much smaller than the spatial truncation
error. Considerable scope still remains for the development of more efficient
methods based on the use of longer time steps. We consider first some recent
advances using the Eulerian approach. In this category lies the economical
explicit scheme of Tatsumi (1983) in which the low frequency advective and
Coriolis terms are integrated using a long time step (~t), which the
gravity wave terms are integrated using a short time step (~t). The low
frequency terms are held constant during the intermediate updating of the
gravity wave terms. The scheme is unsplit and is three-level in time. It
saves as much time for a grid point model as does the semi-implicit scheme.
The length of the time step is still restricted, however, by the CFL condition
for advection.
4.47
An Eulerian scheme showing the same gains in efficiency has also been
proposed by Bratseth (1983). It is an explicit time-staggered scheme which is
made unstaggered by the use of an interpolation procedure. Recently, a full
implicit scheme, which is unconditionally stable, has been proposed by Cohn
et. al. (1985). It is unsplit, two-level in time and is based on a linearized
and factorized version of the Crank-Nicholson scheme applied to both the
advective and adjustment terms. It would seem to offer interesting
possibilities.
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4.48
Secondly, we consider recent advances using the semi-Lagrangian
approach. Interest in this area has revived a a result of the work of Robert
(1981, 1982) in which he showed that large time steps can be achieved in a
shallow water model by using a multiply-upstream semi-Lagrangian method in
conjunction with a semi-implicit treatment of the adjustment terms. More
recently, the semi-Langrangian and semi-implicit approach has been extended to
a multilevel model (Robert et. al., 1985) and has enabled time steps of 90
minutes to be used with negligible loss of accuracy. A version of the same
model which does not require interpolation has been developed by Ritchie
(1985a).
4.49
In the work of Robert and his collaborators, three-level time schemes
have been used. In a departure from this approach, Bates and McDonald (1982)
developed a semi-Lagrangian scheme which is two-level in time. It is also
split, in such a manner that the advective terms alone are treated in a
semi-Lagrangian manner while a forward-backward and trapezoidal method is used
for the adjustment terms. In this way, an efficient integration of a
multilevel model has been achieved. The adjustment phase of the integration
is still restricted, however, to a time step which is smaller than is needed
to describe the slow meteorological motions accurately. In an effort to
achieve greater efficiency, Bates (1984) has developed a split semi-Lagrangian
and alternating direction implicit method which has been used to integrate the
shallow water equations. Recently, this method has been extended to a
multilevel model (Bates and McDonald, 1985). In addition, a multilevel
semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian model has been developed (McDonald, 1985). Both
the above models are two-level in time. Both are considerably more efficient
than the split model of Bates and McDonald (1982).
4.50
The advantage of using a semi-Lagrangian technique for the advection
of moisture, where small length scales are encountered, has been demonstrated
by Ritchie (1985b). Mathur (1983) has developed a semi-Lagrangian model in
which attention is concentrated on reducing the truncation errors associated
with advection by making use of the acceleration in computing the departure
point. He does not make use of the multiply-upstream approach, however, and
is therefore restricted to small ~t. So far, the semi-Lagrangian technique
has been employed only in the context of limited-area gridpoint models. Much
work remains to be done to extend the technique to the global domain (where
its advantages could be even greater than in a limited area) and to test its
applicability to spectral models.
Vertical Differencing Schemes
4.51
The use of the terrain-following sigma co-ordinate system is now
almost universal in primitive equation models. The convenience of being able
to deal with orography in a simple way has been bought at a price, however.
The main difficulty with the sigma system arises from the fact that the
horizontal pressure gradient force consists of two terms which, over steep
orography, are almost of equal magnitude and of opposite sign, leading to the
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possibility of large errors. Much effort has been expended in devising
numerical schemes which try to minimize this error and in devising methods of
discretizing the hydrostatic equation so that it is consistent. A
comprehensive review of this area has recently been given by Mesinger and
Janjic (1984). Related problems may occur due to lack of balance between
"horizontal" and vertical advection in areas of steep terrain. Arakawa and
Suarez (1983) have proposed a family of vertical discretization schemes which
attempt to keep the horizontal pressure gradient force error under control by
ensuring that the schemes have no spurious sources or sinks of the vertically
integrated vorticity. The schemes also have local differencing of the
hydrostatic equation, which ensure that the geopotential at a particular level
depends only on the temperatures at and below that level. Mahrer (1984) has
also proposed an improved numerical expression for the horizontal gradients in
the sigma-system.
4.52
A finite element method of vertical discretization in aco-ordinates has been examined by Cote, Beland and Staniforth (1983) and
Beland, Cote and Staniforth (1983). They find that the finite element method
gives greater accuracy than a finite difference method.
4.53
An interesting new vertical co-ordinate system has been proposed by
Mesinger (1983). With this co-ordinate the horizontal flow is blocked by
step-like mountains. At the same time the simplicity of the lower boundary
condition is preserved. This approach is currently being tested by several
modelling groups. A blocking technique for pressure co-ordinate models has
also been improved recently (see Appendix 4). The step-like representation of
mountains is expected to gain in popularity with further improvement of
resolution in grid-point models.
4.54
Taylor (1984) has shown that in height co-ordinates vertical
differencing schemes can be constructed which satisfy integral constraints
without upsetting local hydrostatic equilibrium.
4.55
Arakawa (1984) has considered the merits and demerits of the Charney
and Phillips vertical grid (where v is carried at the integer levels and a,
T are carried at the half-integer levels) vis-a-vis the Lorenz vertical grid
(where v, T are carried at the integer levels and a is carried at the
half-integer levels). Most existing NWP and general circulation models with
the primitive equations are based on the Lorenz grid, the principal reason
being that it is easier to construct a vertical difference scheme that
maintains various integral constraints with such a grid. Arakawa shows,
however, that the Lorenz grid permits the spurious rapid growth of short
wave-length baroclinic instability. The practical importance of this
implication has yet to be determined.
Horizontal conserving schemes for gridpoint models.
4.56
Since the discovery of nonlinear instability, considerable effort has
been devoted to the design of finite difference schemes for the advection
terms in Eulerian models which maintain some of the integral constraints
associated with the continuous equations. By the use of. schemes which
conserve energy and/or enstrophy, it has generally been possible to inhibit
the false accumulation of energy at the smallest resolvable scales.
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Within the past few years there has been further progress in the
design of schemes which preserve integral invariants. Mesinger (1981) has
designed a set of energy and enstrophy conserving schemes for the
semi-staggered E grid which have fourth order accuracy. Arakawa and Lamb
(1981) have devised a second order scheme for the fully staggered C grid which
conserves potential enstrophy and energy for a general divergent flow. The
scheme has been shown to improve the simulation of flow over steep orography.
Janjic (1984) has devised a scheme for the E grid which conserves energy and
enstrophy (as defined on the C grid) for a divergent flow. He points out that
the conservation of energy and enstrophy as defined on the E grid is not
sufficient to inhibit the false accumulation of energy at short wavelengths.
The new scheme permits smooth long term integrations to be carried out.
4.58
The above approach to the maintenance of integral constraints, based
on modifying the finite difference schemes of the governing equations, has
been referred to by Navon and De Villiers (1983) as the a priori approach. An
alternative approach is to modify periodically the forecast fields produced by
a non-conserving scheme in such a way that the integral constraints are
satisified a posteriori. Navon and De Villiers proposed an augmented
Lagrangian multiplier-penalty method to achieve this. By applying the
procedure only every fifteen time steps, the additional CPU time required for
a shallow water integration was increased by only 10%. Applying this method
in a practical NWP situation would appear difficult in that physical
dissipation terms lead to real changes in energy and enstrophy which can
hardly be allowed for in the a posteriori conserving approach.
Treatment of advection to ensure that positive definite quantities
remain positive
4.59
The development of negative values of positive definite scalars
(e.g. specific humidity) because of truncation or interpolation errors in
advective schemes of higher order than the first is an important difficulty in
numerical modelling. A variety of measures have recently been proposed to
deal with this problem. Smolarkiewicz (1983) has proposed an efficient
positive definite advection scheme where the implied diffusion of a onesided
upstream scheme is counteracted by following every advection step with a
negative diffusion step. Ilyin (1983) has constructed a hybrid scheme
involving a first order and higher order operator to preserve the sign of the
advected quantity while giving a higher order of accuracy than the first.
Schneider (1984) has suggested a scheme where the square root of the
concentration is advected, rather than the concentration itself, and the
result is squared after each advective step.
Numerical simulation of the formation of fronts
4.60
The numerical simulation of the formation of near-discontinuities such
as fronts poses special problems which are at an early stage of investigation
(Cullen, 1984; Parrett and Cullen, 1984; Cullen and Purser, 1985). When the
inviscid differential equations no longer have smooth solutions, there is a
breakdown of the usual result that consistency plus stability ensures
convergence. There is even a problem with the formulation of the differential
equations themselves. In the region of a discontinuity, the conservation laws
that express the correct physics, rather than the differential equations, must
be taken as the basis on which numerical schemes are constructed. As the
resolution of numerical models gets finer, problems in this area will be
receiving increasing attention.
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Horizontal resolution
4.61
A study of the sensitivity of medium-range forecasts to horizontal
resolution has recently been carried out by Jarraud et. aI, 1985. Forecasts
were performed for 24 cases, drawn objectively from a two-year period, using
T21, T42, T63 and T106 resolutions in the global ECMWF spectral model.
Results exhibited an almost systematic improvement with increasing resolution
in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere, but no significant overall
improvement beyond T42 in the Southern Hemisphere. A tendency for convergence
with increasing resolution was evident, particularly earlier in the forecast
range, but the average improvement from T63 to T106 was far from negligible.
Some cases exhibiting substantial synoptic-scale impact of the use of the
highest resolution were found, and significant improvements in forecasts of
local weather elements, notably precipitation, occurred also.
The Monte-Carlo method using the WMO/CAS Intercomparison Project Data
4.62
The session noted with interest the results of "Monte Carlo forecasts"
computed as the average of the forecasts from some participation centres in
the WMO/CAS Intercomparison Project Data. Experiments made on the 500 mb
72 hours forecast during the first quarter 1983 showed that a Monte-Carlo
forecast is better than any of the individual forecasts on which it is based.
(See Appendix 5). The session agreed that the Monte-earlo approach using the
forecasts of the different NWP Centres was promising, and that further
investigation in this direction should be encouraged. In this connexion, the
session was informed that the results of the WMO/CAS NWP data study and
intercomparison project for forecasts for the northern hemisphere in 1984 will
soon be available as PSMP report No. 16.
User requirements and technology transfer
4.63
Generally speaking, forecast information required by the general
public and economy are quantitative forecasts of actual weather elements for a
specific location or a smaller geographical area on all time-scales. However,
in order to provide such information, larger scale numerical guidance must be
available. Several approaches are used in order to extract relevant
information from the larger scale fields. Perhaps the simplest one is to rely
on the subjective judgement of an experienced forecaster, combined possibly
with simple manual procedures, based on semi-empirical hypothesis. This
traditional approach is still widely, or almost exclusively used in a number
of meteorological centres. However, for many important parameters this method
can give only qualitative information and the accuracy of quantitative qata
obtained is often questionable.
4.64
A more promising method is to establish simple statistical
relationships between the model produced fields and the local weather
phenomena (e.g. Glahn, 1982; WMO Progress Reports on NWP, 1982, 1983).
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simplified dynamics can be used to ,produce the flow which is dynamically
adjusted to, e.g., local topography. Such models are driven by the boundary
conditions derived from a larger-scale model output.
4.65
In certain applications, larger-scale model output can be used, either
directly or in combination with statistical methods. This is the case, for
example, with precipitation or temperature. However, in order to use the
model produced temperature forecasts, a fairly sophisticated PBL
parameterization scheme is needed, which is not always the case with present
models. The application of these techniques requires that the larger-scale
numerical products be available for further processing. Because of the large
amount of data involved, with the present and anticipated communications this
may be a difficult problem for smaller centres. In this situation, a
limited-area forecasting system can be a convenient tool for providing the
short-range numerical guidance at an early time.
4.66
The nowcasting methods are based on a different approach and require
separate treatment. Such forecasts have a great potential economic value and
an extensive research effort is under way (WMO No. 621, S. Bodin, Very
Short-range Forecasting: Observations, Methods and Systems). Projects based
on the application of new observing techniques and numerical methods have been
started in several countries. It is felt, however, that in certain
applications new technical developments are ahead of the scientific knowledge
and technical facilities required to take the full advantage of them in the
operational practice. Nevertheless, there is still a variety of proven
technologies in this field which are widely used.
4.67
Preparation of technical reports is one of the effective ways of
meeting user requirements and of fulfilling the mandate of technology
transfer. This matter will be discussed in more detail under Item 5.
5.

ASSESSMENTS OF THE WORK DONE SO FAR AND THE FUTURE STRATEGY IN THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME ON SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE WEATHER
PREDICTION RESEARCH.
Study Project 1 - Research on the application of high resolution
quantitative satellite data

5.1
The Working Group examined the Activity Report on Study Project 1,
submitted by the French Activity Centre (see Appendix 6). Three studies,
relevant to the problem are in progress. The Laboratoire de Meteorologie
Dynamique du Centre National de Recherche Scientifique is developing a method
for inverting the radiometric measurements in order to obtain
three-dimensional temperature and water vapour fields, as well as cloud
parameters. Connected with the development of the small scale forecast system
(Peridot Project), the Meteorologie Nationale has implemented a small scale
optimal analysis making direct use of high-resolution radiances. The Centre
de Meteorologie Spatiale de la Meteorologie Nationale is developing a
treatment of TOVS (Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder) and AVHRR (Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer) which will provide clear radiance for the
small scale optimal analysis and will improve the inversion method.
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5.2
Examples of analysis using inverted temperature profile or direct
radiance has been prepared for the Meetings organized in 1983 and in 1985 in
IGLS by the international Radiation Commission (IAMAP) and are included in the
report. These two meetings organized in IGLS has given an opportunity of
exchanging information and testing methods on the same data sets to different
groups working on meteorological parameter retrieval for satellite data.
Study Project 2:

Limited-area Weather Prediction Modelling

5.3
Dr. Z. Janjic, Chairman of the Steering Group for Study Project 2
(limited-area Weather Prediction Modelling) informed the Working Group on the
Meeting of the Steering Group held during the previous week (22-24 August) in
Belgrade, Yugoslavia. The Working Group noted with satisfaction that this
project is proceeding effectively.
5.4
The Member countries have shown great interest in the first edition of
the Catalogue of existing modules of limited-area NWP Systems, which is now
out of stock at the WMO Secretariat. The Workshop on Limited-area Numerical
Weather Prediction Models for Computers of Limited Power, held in Erice,
Sicily, Italy, from 1-14 October 1984, was considered by the participants as
"an excellent comprehensive course in NWP which reviewed the present
state-of-the-art in this field in general and, in particular, the problems
related to the limited area modelling and computers of limited power". In
addition, "both the lectures and the discussions were very useful. The
Workshop showed how to proceed with the development of limited area
forecasting systems in smaller meteorological centres with the ultimate goal
of providing additional meteorological information for the economic and social
benefits of their countries. However, the Workshop also revealed the
complexity of this subject". The WMO Secretariat has received many requests
for the copies of the lectures presented at the Erice Workshop. The
recommendations and suggestions of the Erice Workshop are reflected in the
proposals for future activities made by the Steering Group. The Working Group
considered these proposals and endorsed them. These proposals will be again
circulated as an integral part of the final report of the Steering Group
Meeting.
5.5
The Working Group was informed that, in addition to the activities
reviewed by the Steering Group, several countries have shown interest in the
limited-area forecasting system of the countries which are offering
programmes. The Working Group suggested that the WMO Secretariat contact the
focal points and ask them to inform the Steering Group on the current
activities in this field. The co-operation of activity between the Japan
Activity Centre and some other Asian Members are among the definite
achievements stimulated by the Japan Activity Centre under the study project.
The Group noted with interest the establishment of the HIRLAM (High Resolution
Limited Area Modelling) Project by several Members from Northern Europe and
appreciated the presence of Professor B. Machenhauer (HIRLAM Project leader)
at the Meeting.
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5.6
Activity Centre for Study Project 3 (Phenomenological Studies) has
submitted a report on analysis-forecast systems (see Appendix 7) and a Review
of Some Research Trends on Developing Methodologies on Short-range Weather
Phenomena and Elements Predictions. Some research works and forecast methods
regarding several significant phenomena and intermediate elements relevant to
corresponding extreme situations have been examined in this Review, namely:
a)

Methodology of a combined use of both extrapolation of existing
tendencies and the rules of transfer according to steering
tropospheric current calculated by numerical methods under forecasting
surface pressure;

b)

Combined statistical empirical and hydrodynamical methodology of
forecasts of temperature, dew point temperature, quantity of
continuous and shower precipitation;

c)

Methodology of combining results obtained by different techniques
(experimental, statistical, numerical modelling) determines the main
factors responsible for thunderstorms and developing methods of
forecasting by using statistical diagnostical selection of final
predictors;

d)

Some prospective methods of forecasting hail, squalls, showers in the
USSR;

e)

Main methodology techniques of actual weather element and phenomena
forecasts.

5.7
The brief report on this Review was done by Dr. Peskov (USSR). He has
also reported that USSR Activity Centre has organized a collection of
materials for review from different parts of the USSR. Only a part of them
has been generalized and translated into English at present. Other parts will
be submitted later on. In the summary, only works of most significance for
improvement of significant weather phenomena forecasts have been chosen.
Sometimes comparatively old works have been examined as some modern methods of
research (experimental, numerical modelling, statistics) applied separately
are not successful enough because of the lack of reliable materials for
extreme situations.
The Working Group was informed of the following proposal concerning
5.8
future activity on the Study Project 3 of the USSR Activity Centre: Review of
recent development on phenomenological and forecast studies of significant and
extreme weather conditions (SEWC) according to the WMO second long-term plan.
5.9
The Working Group noted that after the Meeting of Experts on Shortand Medium-range Prediction of Actual Weather Elements (Geneva, November
1984), encouraging responses were received to a WMO circular letter concerning
the situation in their countries regarding the archiving of data on
significant weather phenomena and the verification of forecasts of these
phenomena as well us their forecasting methods. Comments on possible
international co-operation for compiling and exchanging these data in a
standard form were also received.
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5.10
The Working Group noted with satisfaction the vigorous activity
occurring under this project. The Working Group received reports from both
Activity Centres under Study Project 4, France and USA. The main effort in
the French Activity has been devoted to developing and documenting software
for statistical interpretation. Two-week workshops have been organized in
1983 and 1985 in Toulouse, with 12 French participants and eight from other
countries each time. Training of the statistical software and statistical
complements applied to weather forecasting were given during the workshops.
Organization of future workshops is anticipated.
5.11
Developments in the Activity Centre in the USA may be summarized in
two categories: software based largely on the Model Output Statistics (MOS)
technique and intended for centralized predictions of sensitive weather
events, and that developed centrally but intended for local application. In
the first category are synoptic scale forecasts of precipitation, surface
temperature and wind, and agriculture-related quantities such as available
sunshine. Generally, these developments are of the nature of refinements to
products with a long record of useful skill. Also in the first category are
MOS-based forecasts of mesoscale phenomena such as thunderstorms and heavy
precipitation events. Statistically-derived products which are special to the
marine environment, such as hurricane storm surge forecasts, are also included
in this category. In the second category is a group of programmes intended
for application at local weather stations, using simple models, centralized
guidance, and updated local observations as input. This effort is in a
relatively early stage of development. A detailed report of the USA Activity
Center's progress is appended to this report (see Appendix 8).
Study Project 5 - Very short-range forecasting
5.12
A brief report was received from Dr. S. Bodin, Chairman of the
Steering Group for Study Project 5. At the Swedish "activity centre" the
technical and scientific developments related to the PROMIS short-range
forecasting project are proceeding as planned. This centre also acted as host
to the WMO-IAMAP Second International Conference on Nowcasting
(Ref. Proceeding of the Second International Symposium on Nowcasting and Very
Short-range Forecasting. Norkoping, 3-7 Sept. 1984, ESA SP-208 1984).
Working Group and Study Project members were also involved in the Nowcasting
Symposium held at the IAMAP/IAPSO Joint Assembly at Hawaii in 1985
(ESA Journal 85/2). A further WMO-IAMAP symposium that the Steering Group
will help to plan is scheduled for the IUGG meeting at Vancouver in
August 1987. The session was informed that a Steering Group meeting was held
in Hawaii on 12 August 1985 in connection with the IAMAP Assembly meeting, and
agreed that the outcome of this Steering Group meeting should be included in
this report as an Appendix (see Appendix 9).
Study Project 6 - Mediterranean Cyclones Studies
5.13
This project, initiated at a Meeting of Experts in Sofia, 28 November
to 1 December 1983, was approved by EC-XXXVI, and a Steering Group on the
Project was established with Professor N. Godev (Bulgaria) as Chuirman of the
Group. The session reviewed the Report on the activities of this Steering
Group for the period September 1984 - March 1985, submitted by
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Professor Godev, noting with satisfaction that actions were undertaken to
prepare a study conference and a Provisional Agenda for the conference was
prepared. The session supported the suggestions that the meeting be held
contemporary with the meeting of directors of Meteorological Services of the
West Mediterranean in Palma de Majorca, 25-29 November 1985. The session
agreed that the scientific results obtained from this study project can also
benefit other regional groupings of Members. The outcome of the Steering
Group meeting will form a separate report.
Supporting Activities
5.14
The Working Group stressed the necessity of sufficient WMO financial
support to assure effective interchange between Activity Centres and exchange
of software techniques between Members. This was discussed at the last
session of the Working Group, where special recommendations were made (see
Appendix F of PSMP, Report No. 1). The Group also recommended that relevant
articles and technical reports produced by the Activity Centres be transmitted
to the WMO Library, and that an address be included in future reports
indicating where copies of these and more transient reports may be obtained.
Preparation of Technical Reports
5.15
The preparation of technical reports is one of the most efficient and
effective ways of transferring technology and methodology, as well as for the
implementation of the Study Projects. The large demand for the PSMP technical
reports from both operational forecasters, research workers as well as
education personnel indicates the value of these reports to the international
meteorological community. The session was informed that after the Meeting of
Experts on the Short-range Prediction of Actual Weather Elements (Geneva,
22-23 November 1984), action has been taken towards the preparation of a
technical report in this field.
5.16
The session examined the proposed contents of "Development of
mesoscale models for prediction of weather elements" by Dr. N. Veltishchev
from the USSR and expressed thanks for his kind offer to undertake the task.
The outline contents of his report were acceptable to the session. It was,
however, considered essential that the report be written in a practically
oriented way, suitable for those commencing meso-scale modelling. The session
was of the opinion that the practical experiences in other major centres
should be maximally used in the preparation of the report and it must not
excessively duplicate any existing material. The Secretariat was asked to
take necessary actions to assist Dr. Veltishchev in the preparation of the
work, by contacting relevant groups and requesting material for inclusion in
the report.
Annual Progress Report on Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
5.17
The session was informed of the results of a thorough review of all
aspects of the annual progress reports on numerical weather prediction, which
had been issued for eleven years. The session noted with satisfaction that
all the replies received during the review supported continuation of the
reports in some form, and asreed that these reports are ext~emely u~eful and
they should be continued as they are. The guidelines and procedures for
preparation used for the 1984 issue were examined and then were considered
quite suitable for future use.
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The session was also of the oplnlon that these reports should be
issued promptly and distributed as widely as possible to ensure that they
continued to give the maximum benefit to WMO Members. Efforts should be made
to have annual reports issued at the beginning of each year. The session
suggested that, among others, the contact/focal points should also receive a
copy, and additional efforts be made to publicize the availability of the
report to the meteorological community.
Reports of the Study Project Activity Centres
5.19
The session appreciated the work done at the activity centres which
submitted their activity reports on relevant study projects to this session.
The session agreed that the submitted activity reports should be included in
this report as Appendices '(see Appendices 6 - 8), except those for study
project II - limited area modelling, which should be included in the report of
the Steering Group meeting on that study project. The situation regarding the
future publication of the Activity Centre report should be considered at the
next Working Group Meeting. However, it was suggested that, in order to avoid
overlapping with annual progress reports on NWP, the activity reports should
be made, not according to calendar year, but before each session of the CAS
Working Group on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction Research, that is,
probably once per two years.

6.

WMO/IUGG INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE NUMERICAL
WEATHER PREDICTION, TOKYO, AUGUST 4-8, 1986.

6.1
The session was informed by Dr. Bates, Chairman of the International
Programme Committee, that the plans for the holding of the Tokyo Symposium are
now well advanced. Initial notices have been circulated through WMO channels
and the Symposium has also been advertised in the Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society. Invitations have been sent out to the invited
speakers and some affirmative replies have already been received.
6.2
Since the pubication of the initial notices, arrangements have been
made to have a Special Issue of the Journal of the Meteorological Society of
Japan devoted to the proceedings of the Symposium, in addition to the WMO
volume of abstracts. Arrangements are being made to have this information
communicated as soon as possible to all potential contributors to the
Symposium.

7.

APPLICATION AND CO-ORDINATION OF FGGE-BASED RESEARCH

7.1
The session was informed of a decision of EC-XXXVII regarding the
optimal organization for co-ordination of numerical experimentation projects
in support of the weather prediction research programmes and the WCRP. The
Council agreed to replace the two existing groups, the JSC Working Group in
Numerical Experimentation and the CAS Co-ordinating Group for Experimentation
in NWP (CGE) by a single CAS/JSC Working Group on Numerical Experimentation.
The Council was also of the opinion that experts from developing countries
should be invited to participate in the activity of the new Working Group, and
stressed that the need to review, promote and co-ordinate short- and
medium-range weather prediction research should not be overlooked. It was
noted that the CGE held its session in Geneva, 19-21 November 1984, and
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developing as well as developed countries were able to gain maximum benefit
from the FGGE-based research. These initiatives should be pushed further into
practice to fulfil the requirements of the Executive Council.
7.2
The session was also informed that, in order to facilitate the
practical implementation, a circular letter was sent to WMO members to invite
them to nominate a contact point and to provide a list of research groups or
individual scientists, with whom the CGE could communicate directly. Up to
now, about forty responses have already arrived at the WMO Secretariat. This
list would be combined with the previous WGNE list to provide a comprehensive
mailing list for the new joint CAS/JSC group.
7.3
The Working Group noted that its responsibilities for short- and
medium-range weather prediction research appeared to overlap with those of the
CAS/JSC WGNE as referred to in paragraph 7.1. It foresaw little conflict in
practice, however, since the Study Projects with which it was involved were
largely in the field of short-range, limited-area prediction, whereas it was
anticipated that the WGNE would continue to be involved primarily with
hemisphere and global modelling, with emphasis on medium and longer time
ranges.
8.

THE WMO SECOND LONG-TERM PLAN (PART II)

The session was informed of the preparation of the WMO second
long-term plan (Part 11) and reviewed the relevant part on the Programme on
short- and medium-range weather prediction research. The participants made
detailed suggestions and comments on the draft text of the long-term plan.
The suggested new version appears as Appendix 10.
9.

PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF THE REPORT

The session examined the preliminary draft of this report and agreed
that it will be published under the PSMP Report Series (blue band with white
window). An action list requested by the session was included as
Appendix 11. The WMO Secretariat was asked to complete the editing and send
the final version to all participants. The chairman of the Working Group was
authorised to approve the final version on behalf of the session and the
report should then be submitted to the President of CAS for further action.
10.

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING

The Chairman thanked all the participants for their valuable
contributions, the local Secretariat, especially Mr. B. Marinkovic, for his
efficient support, and the FHMI for its warm hospitality. The Chairman
declared the meeting closed at 12.30 p.m. on 30 August 1985.
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The third approach of handling the orography in models using the
p-'coordina te
W. Edelmann, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach

The very first baroclinic forecast models did use the pressure p
as vertical coordinate. A main advantage of the p-system is a
very simple formulation of the continuity equation, the pressure
gradient force, and of some other physical terms. From this follow
relatively low compurational requirements. This is a striking
argument for centers having only limited computer capacities.
As long as t:he orography is disregarded, the lower boundary of the
model is an isobaric surface (for
which the boundary condition w

~ooo

ex~mple

~O

the IOOO-rob-Ievel), for

is assumed.

An exact trqatment of the orography using the lower boundary
'J

,,&(x,y,v

VoJ

'Fs =. 'Ps(x,Y,I:) and the condi tion ~ =. 'Y dp makes a p-system model
very impracticable. Especially the in~omplete lower layers, which
are perforated by higher mountains, require rather complicated
assumptions for horizontal differentiation near the mountains. By
this an effective vectorization of the program code is prevented.
The first approach to consider effects of an orography

Pt" :.~()(,y)

had

been the assumption of a kinematic boundary condition applied at
the IOOO-rob-Ievel rather than at the correct heigbt ot

t~I'.~

orography:

-= "o/l\oc>c,.V2: s . The advantage of simple equations and complete
model levels is retained. However, this bmmdilry condition requires
advection of non-existing air from below the ground at luff and
vanishing of air at lee. The conservation of mass may be considerably hurt, which is desasterous for medium range forecasts.
""'-\000

Most of the ope£dtional forecast models try to get around "these
difficulties by using thea"-system or a hybrid vertical coordinate.
The boundary condition

~~o

at the ground

cr;~

is extremely simple;
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the conversation of mass is guaranteed, and all model levels are
still complete. However, for these advantages we have to pay with
a more complicated continuity equation, with difficulties
approximating the pressure gradient force, with trouble at steep
mountain slopes (the orography has to be smoothed to a certain
degree in order to avoid such trouble). Though

the~-levels

are

very convenient for handling the boundary layer, they show disadvantages when describing quasi-horizontal processes in the free
atmosphere above mountainous. areas. Finally, the problems with
interpolation of p-level

to~-levels

analyses

and of forecasts

back to p-levels should be mentioned.
AS it is not desirable that all forecast centers use models having
the same structure and consequently the same type of errors, we
have decided to keep the p-system. Since 1979, the following second
approach vf handling the orography is used operationally. The
gener.Clli~i;'lg

Im·78r. boundary is again the lOOO-mh-level. However,

an idea from Egger, the mountains are represented by a system of
vertical rigid walls parallel to the x- and y-axes. These walls,
having the approximate height of the orography, are assumed to be
everywhere a wind component u or v is defined. Corresponding to
their height, they hinder partially or completely the horizontal
fluxes within a model layer of any quantity

~'f

such as mass,

e

momentum, heat or moisture. For each layer a factor

between 0

(complete blocking of horizontal fluxes) and 1 (unrestrained free
atmosphere) is defined.
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All horizontal fluxes are multiplied by this factor E • Thus the
difference equations of the model get the simple form

For y=~ we get the continuity equation. This conception may be
applied to different grid types, staggered or non-staggered. The
formal advantage of simple equations and complete model layers
is retained; the mass balance is no further hurt.
Some shortcomings of this approach have to be mentioned now. Firstly,
for the [<ake of simplicity, the factors

e.

have been determined as

constants with respect to the time. This can be interpreted as a
small growing or shrinking of the mountains, when the surface
pressure is changing, which is considered to be not serious.
Secondly, the vertical walls may enclose "valleys" with a 1000-rnbbottom. The air in these valleys may exist or not in reality, but
,_his air, captured between the walls, is dynamical inactive. In
order

~o

avoid unrealistic sea level pressure values and other

defects, a strong horizontal smoothing at each time step had been
applied to the variables in the valleys. In the meantime a weak
smoothing proved sufficient. Thirdly, the boundary layer, the soil
of the model, and possibly a snow cover, are located at the 1000mb-level. Radiative heating and cooling act at this level. This
mislocation is certainly the most;. ser-{.ous defect of the second
approach.
The third approach of handling the

o~ography

in models using the

p-coordinate is now developed and tested. It will become operational
in near future. The shortcomings just mentioned are eliminated or
at least considerably reduced.
The hi thertc· constant: bloGking fac tC'..:-s E an'· now

dj

agnostically

cornputed at each time step. Thus the growing and shr inking of the·
mountains is avoided. Especially, for a surface pressure larger
than 1000 mb, the lowest

e

becomes larger than 1. The total mass

of the atmosphere is better described by the model.
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The former 1000-rob-bottom of the model is now lifted to a mean
height of the orography, defined by

e XY •

This means, the valleys

are filled up with earth. Nevertheless, the atmospheric variables
are carried below the earth, too, in order to retain complete
model layers and the possibility of code vectorization. These
dummy variables below the earth have little influence on the model
atmosphere.
This change of the,conception is expressed by a modified formulation
of the model equations. When transformed from flux form to advection
form and written for the staggered grid structure used by our model,
we get

ll'tt

::=.

-

~

x)'

f (t.u.) '><y 't'x't

4-

('2u)"><7 '\f'y

X} - W"lp~'

P

+ ----

Of course, the boundary layer fluxes and the radiation balance for
the surface are now computed at the orographical height. This could
be done by some interpolations, which are simple in principle,
however somewhat cumbersome to realize in an old program for a
computer with exhausted storage capacities. The routines for convection, evaporation of precipitation, the snow/rain-criterion and
many other things had to be adapted. By all this together, the
computation amount has increased less than 4 %. This is very moderate
in comparison to the higher .r:-equirements of ao---model or even a
hyhrid model.
':.:imul taneous ly with this third approach f a re.vised version of the
orography itself will be incorporated. Already the old version has
been rather rough; the next one will be even more rough. Very steep
slopes at the Himalaya and other mountains (more than 5000 m height
difference on one grid distance) do not cause any problems.
It is impossible to describe the orography within an extended grid
square somewhat realistic21ly by a single number.

Whc~

we do so,

we have to find a compromise between describing the correct mass of
the atmosphere or the correct barrier height. The so-called "envelopeorography" is an attempt of an reasonable compromise; however, it
will always fail to describe a narrow barrier like a rigid wall.
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From several experiments we got the impression that a correct
barrier height is much more important for the forecast skill,
than the correct mass of the atmosphere. Consequently, most of
the higher mountains (as the Alps, Apennins, Scandinavia, Rocky
Mountains, Alaska and many others) are increased, some of them
considerably.
The above described approach would permit to use two different
orographies: the higher one for the barrier effect in the flux or
advection terms, the lower one for the mean elevation of the
ground (that means the mass of the atmosphere) in the denominator

-1/ IS x)'

,

for the boundary layer, snow cover, surface radiation,

soil and other processes. However, this has not yet been tried.
A series of 11 forecasts (19 Feb. to 1 March 1983, OOz) up to 96h
has been made twice: with the second approach and old orography,
as well as with the third approach and elevated orography. In
both cases ·ve used the analyses of the European Center for initial
data and for verification. Inspection of individual cyclones, anticyclones, troughs and ridges shows improvements as well as deteriorations,

h~wever

the improvements dominate for the new version.

The objective verification shows an overall improvement north of
20 o N. The height tendency correlation from the surface up to 200 rob
is increased by 0.01 for 48h-forecasts and by 0.02 fox 96h-forecasts. The improvement of the standard deviation is small at the
beginning (12h and 24h, perhc3.ps becau.se the ECMWl!' inil:"ialisation
is more inconsistent with our increased orography) and grows up
to 7-8 ~ ~fter 96h.
The 1000-rob-level does not participate in the improvement. systematic
errors are less decreased, and the verification of temperatures
does not show a uniform result.
At present the model with the third approach and elevated orography
is incorporated in our data assimilation system. Then we will repeat
the same series of 11 forecasts with our own analyses for initial
data and verification, expecting at least equal improvements of the
forecasts.
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Parallel to this development we made experiments with

a~-version

and a hybrid version of our forecast model, using the same 11 cases.
Up to now, the results of the p-version could not yet be surpassed.

Data assimilation experiments
The first guess for our optimum interpolation analyses are 6h-forecasts of the octagon model (BKF). Systematic errors of the first
guess may lead to systematic analysis errors in data void areas,
which will cause an error in the next forecast, and so on. In order
to decrease this misbehaviour, the systematic forecast error is updated
every day by a kind of running meap. value for each grid point. It is
subtracted from the first guess before starting the

analys~s.

Preliminary results show a clearly decreased difference between the
corrected first guess and the

observations~
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The data created by the WMO/CAS Intercomparison Project
makes it possible to verify if Monte-Carlo forecasts can be
performed using the forecasts of the different NWP Centers.
The Monte-Carlo approach has been recommended by Leith
(1974,
1980)
as
an
approximation
to
stochastic-dynamic
prediction. Unfortunately the previous attempts to use this
concept have been inconclusive (Hollingsworth and Savijarvi,
1980). Early efforts dealt with the turbulent nature of the model
equations and considered the set of solutions arising from a set
of initial analysis. Difficulties 'have been encountered in
obtaining a set of possible analyses from a single analysis.
The source of NWP errors comes not only from the turbulent
nature of the governing equations but also from errors in the
definition of the initial
state
(in particular lack of
rectification of erroneous data) as well as from errors in the
model formulation. An extension of the concept of Monte-Carlo
forecast to the complets system of NWP production is interesting,
to take in account all source of errors.
The existence of different NWP Centers producing forecasts
on the Northern Hemisphere allows to use forecasts from
different initial analyses compatible with the model
forecast (assimilation cycle) fed by independant pretreatment
procedures.
different
independant errors.

model

formulations

having

relatively

Experiments have been mad'e on the 500mb 72 hours forecast
issued from the 00 h T.U. analysis during the first quarter 1983.
The Forecasts of Five NWP Centers were used" : France, Germany,
Japan, United Kingdom, USA. The reference verifying analysis was
the a v era g e 0 f the 5 a n a 1 ysi s. The co mpar i son" was mad e nor t h 0 f
o
20 N.
Table I gives the interdistances (RMS) between the different
forecasts and the distances between the forecasts and the
veriFying analysis. It may be seen that the dispersion of the
Forecasts is large but the interdistances are, approximately equal
(of the same order as the distance of a forecast to the verifying
analysis) and that the distances of the verifying analysis to the
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different forecasts are relatively constant. These conditions are
not incompatible with a relative independance of model errors and
are favorable to the application of Monte-Carlo method.
The Monte-Carlo forecast is defined as the average of the
forecasts.
Table 11 gives 3 verification statistics. The
Monte-Carlo forecast is generally much b~tter than the best of
the 5 forecasts. There is for instance· a 12m improvement of the
root mean square error. In term of predictability it means a 15
hour improvement over the best forecast. This is considerable
compared to what may be expected from improvements of a single
model.
Figure 1 gives the performance of the 5 Centers and of the
Monte-Carlo method during the first quarter 1983. It may be seen
that for each day the Monte-Carlo forecast is the best. It has
been verified that this result still holds even when the
verifying analysis (average of the 5 analysis) was replaced by
any of the 5 individual analysis. By looking at the energy
spectrum it has been shown that the Monte-Carlo forecast lost
some energy in the smaller wave lengths. From this point of view
th.is smoothing_fis very comparable to a spat ial smoothing
( 2-s =
<0 + ~ ) ). How eve r i t i s fro m v e r y d i f fer e n t n a t u re,
since one spatial smoothing brings only a 2m improvement to
compare to the 12m improvement of the Monte-Carlo forecast. The
Monte-Carlo smoothing does not diminish the synoptical interest
of the resulting map (the forecast is smoothed where it should be

f c

!) .

As an example, figure 2 gives the Monte-Carlo forecast 24
January 1983 together with the verifying analysis and the USA
forecast which was best forecast on this day. Improvements over
the USA map are apparent : no erroneous isolated over the NE USA,
a deeper low west of Groenland, a better positon of the European
low and no erroneous ridge west of India.
Another attractive element of the Monte-Carlo approach is
the possibility of getting an estimate of the forecast error.
Although 5 forecasts is a very small number to use in estimating
the RMS error, such a map has been drawn for the 72 hour forecast
of 24 January 1983 (figure 3). It is very encouraging to see that
in general the Monte-Carlo forecast individual error map is
related to the estimated RMS maps computed from the 5 forecasts
the maximum of the maps generally occur on a coupled negative +
positive maximum error pattern.
If confirmed by further investigation the Monte-Carlo
approach seems now feasible by using the forecasts of the
different NWP Centers. An international cooperative effort
permitting this approach in real time for operational use could
be worthwhile and could give forecasters a powerful new tool.
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FRA
UKI
USA
FRG
JAP
ANA

FRA

UKI

USA

FRG

JAP

ANA

0.00
67.42
64.13
62.84
55.81
63.30

67.42
0.00
69.71
75.83
72.48
59.41

64.13
69.71
0.00
71.27
62.45
61.96

62.84
75.83
71.27
0.00
66.13
67.69

55.81
72.48
62.45
66.13
0.00
65.36

63.30
59.41
61.96
67.69
65.36
0.00

Table I. Interdistance between forecasts and distance between
forecasts and analysis (ANA).

FR

UKI

USA

FRG

JAP

MONTE
CARLO

RMS error

63

59

62

68

65

47

Standard deviation

57

51

55

60

62

40

Mean error

28

31

31

32

22

17

Table 11. Verification statistics (meters)
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VERIFYING ANALYSIS
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b) MONTE-eARLO FORECAST

d)

Fig.2 - 24 January 1983 - 500 mb maps.
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Fig.3 - 24 January 1983 - 500 mb error maps.
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Activity Report on the PSMP
Study Project I - Research on the Application of
High-resolution Quantitative Satellite Data
(SubmitteQ by the French Activity Centre for Study Project I)

Contents
I.

Operation TRIDINV and the Method for retrieving
geophysical parameters

11.

AVHRR/TOVS Data Processing in
the Acquisition Area of Lannion

III

Utilization of high-resolution Radiances in
Fine-mesh Analysis and its Application to
meso-scale weather forecasting
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This report essentially covers the activities carried out using the
high-resolution data from orbiting satellites (TIROS-N series) for forecasting
purposes.
Two approaches are used:
The first consists in inverting the radiometric measurements in order
to obtain three-dimensional temperature and water vapour fields, as well as
cloud parameters.
This is the Operation "TRIDINV" conducted by the
Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique (LMD) of the C.N.R.S.
For the time
being, the algorithm which was developed and called "31"
(Improved
Initialization Inversion) only uses the data from the Tiros Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS).
The second consists in using the high-resolution radiances directly in
the optimal analysis scheme for the initialization of a high-resolution
numerical prediction model.
This method is being developed within the
"PERIDOT" project ("Close-range forecasting integrating observed and remotely
sensed data") developed at the Centre de Recherche en Meteorologie Dynamique
(C.R.M.D.) of the Meteorologie Nationale.
The linking together of the TOVS data and the data from the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is the contribution of the Centre de
Meteorologie Spatiale (C.M.S.) of the Meteorologie Nationale in Lannion.
The combined use of TOVS and AVHRR data should contribute towards
improving both of the above-mentioned approaches by supplying clear radiances
to the method for taking direct account of radiance in the analysis, and by
improving the "31" algorithm by taking account of the AVHRR information.
This report covers successively:
I.

The TRIDINV
parameters;

operation

and

the

method

for

II.

AVHRR/TOVS data processing in the acquisition area of Lannion;

Ill.

Use of high-resolution radiances in
application in fine-scale forecasting.

a

retrieving

fine

geophysical

analysis

and

its

Annexed to the report are the addresses of the groups taking part in
the above research.

I.

OPERATION TRIDINV AND THE METHOD FOR RETRIEVING GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS
(Report of the LMD/ARA group)

The TRIDINV operation, which was started by the LMD/ARA group
("Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique du CNRS/Analyse du Rayonnement
Atmospherique") in 1982, is aimed at determining three-dimensional temperature
and water vapour fields, as well as cloud parameters (cloud amount and

(POOLE 1479)
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altitude) and surface parameters (temperature and emm1S1ve capacity) by
inversion of the radiometric measurements from operational meteorological
satellites in the TIROS-N series.
Geopotential thicknesses and thermal winds
are easily deduced from these parameters.
Amongst all of the radiometers on
board these satellites (the last to be launched to date, in December 1984, was
the NOAA-9), Operation TRIDINV takes into account the sounders HIRS-2
(infrared),
MSU
(microwave)
and,
very
shortly,
SSU
(for
the
upper
stratosphere).
The idea on which Operation TRIDINV is based is simple. The inversion
of the radiative transfer equation is broken down into two stages which both
use satellite measurements (radiant energy in each of the sounder's channels)
as source data.
The first stage "inverts" these measurements in rel.tion to
the notion of "best initial profile" amongst a vast set of atmospheric
situations which are archived in advance and divided into groups according to
latitude and season, and for which transmissions, radiant energies and
weighting functions are calculated in advance using the model 4A (very fast
line-by-line
radiative
transfer model:
Automated Atlas of Atmospheric
Absorptions).
Similarity recognition is carried out by comparison of the
measured radiant energy with the calculated radiant energies corresponding to
each archived atmospheric situation. As a measure of similarity, we use the
distances
in
the
system
of
axes
supplied by
the vectors of
the
variance/co-variance matrix of radiant energies in each channel and for each
atmosphere.
This TIGR (TOVS Initial Guess Retrieval Data Set) "Library" of
atmospheres, which is made up to date of 398 situations of the middle-latitude
type, was recently extended to 1,207 situations which were carefully sampled
by statistical analysis methods and cover the whole globe.
For each
atmosphere, the calculations were made for angles of view between 0° (nadir)
and 60° (boundary value of the angular scan), for 11 values of surface
pressure and two types of surfaces (land and sea).
This involved a
considerable amount of computation which was carried out on the CRAY computer
of the CCVR (Centre de Calcul Vectoriel pour la Recherche, Palaiseau, France).
Starting from the initial profile thus recognized, the second stage, properly
speaking, inverts the radiative transfer equation thanks to an iterative,
Bayesian-type method of estimation (maximum a priori probability).
The
Jacobian needed for this calculation is taken to be equal to that of the
recognized "best initial profile" situation.
The two decisive advantages of
this method are:
(1)

Very fast convergence since only one iteration is required:

(2)

The fact that the complex calculation (atmospheric transmissions and
radiances, Jacobians, etc.) are carried out off-line.
The interest of
international organizations in this type of approach, for other than
purely statistical processing of such like data was demonstrated by
the organization of an international working group (International
Radiation Commission) whose meetings make it possible to present and
inter-compare the results of the various algorithms.
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The "31" algorithm (Improved Initialization Inversion) is the basis
for Operation TRIDINV.
It is an algorithm in which the physics of the
phenomena coming into play is fully taken into account, unlike the method
currently used operationally by the American body responsible for these
satellites, NESDIS (National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information
Service) .
The feasibility and quality of the "31" method have been demonstrated
thanks to an application carried out within an international framework (WMO,
COSPAR and IAMAP) to ALPEX (Alpine Experiment).
The ALPEX lOP (Intensive
Observing Period) on 4 and 5 March 1982 was selected and the first results
were submitted on the occasion of the "First International TOVS (TIROS-N
Operational Vertical Sounder) Study Conference", in August 1983 in Austria.
The atmosphere's vertical thermal structure, the geopotential thicknesses and
the geostrophic winds were thus obtained on a 100 x 30 km 2 grid for two
nighttime passes and two daytime passes.
The geographical area covered
stretched from Scandinavia to North Africa and from the Black Sea to about
30 W over the Atlantic.
The first comparisons either with other methods or
wi th conventional analyses show the impact of this physical method which
comprises a number of original solutions, in particular the set of cloud tests
and the calculation of radiances freed from the influence of clouds.
0

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the quality of the initialization obtained
with the "31" method.
Figure 1 shows the geopotential thicknesses IDOO-500 mb
for two daytime passes (NOAA-7) of the ALPEX lOP on 4 March 1982. The dashed
contours are the results of the "31" algorithm after inversion.
They are
compared with the ECMWF analysis (interpolated in time) shown in solid
contours.
Figure 2, in the same conditions, shows the same field directly
after initialization and before any inversion process.
The comparison with
the final field in Figure 1 (dashed lines) well shows the power of the
initialization by classification (pattern recognition) of the observations in
the TIGR set.
Figure 3 shows the results obtained between the standard levels 850 mb
and 700 rob (thicknesses in dam and winds in m/s) and concerns 5 March (two
successive passes at 0200 and 0345).
This figure illustrates the great
density of the reconstructed soundings despite a sometimes very dense cloud
cover.
It also brings out the great spatial coherence of the field obtained
by inversion, and this for a very thin atmospheric layer (about 1,500 ID thick).
The "31" algorithm makes it possible to obtain other geophysical
parameters, e. g. on cloud cover, atmospheric humidity or the surface.
Cloud parameters
The algorithm which has been developed includes two main stages.
In
the first stage the clouds are detected by a method which is close in
principle to the operational NESDIS method, but which was significantly
improved by physically (and not statistically) taking into account the
satellite's angle of view and by fine processing of the surface properties
(pressure and type of relief).
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In the second stage, which takes place after the temperature
inversion, the following cloud parameters are determined:
mean al ti tude of
clouds in the spot, mean temperature of the cloud top and effective cloud
amount (N), using a method based on an original principle of coherence of the
effective cloud amounts determined for different choices of TOVS channels.
Considerable improvements have been obtained over the methods previously used.
Water vapour structure and surface properties
The atmosphere's water vapour structure is determined by a physical
type of method, the water vapour Jacobian (partial derivatives of the
observations in relation to humidity) being, as for temperature, archived in
the TIGR set and retrieved ·by classification. An estimation of the Ridge type
(least squares with regularization) and not the Bayesian type as for
temperature (poor adaptation of the water vapour variable to the hypotheses
underpinning this approach).
The atmosphere's water vapour structure is
obtained for three layers:
1,000-800 mb, 800-500 mb and 500-300 mb.
The
total content is also obtained.
The water vapour inversion is carried out
simultaneously with that of surface temperature, taking into account their
common influence on the available sounding channels.
Some first results were
obtained for three NOAA-7 passes during the ALPEX rop on 4 and 5 March 1982.
These results are satisfactory (accuracy somewhat better than the accuracies
published to date), but should be improved further in 1985 thanks to a few
modifications of the method's details.
Furthermore, the emmisive capacity of
the surface is obtained thanks to the MSU (Microwave Sounding Unit) 60 GHz
sounding channel.
This parameter is useful since it responds well to the
land/sea passages, the study of sea ice or land covered by snow.
Current developments
The "31" algorithm is at present adapted to a 100 x 30 km 2 grid
which represents a compromise between the spatial resolutions of the different
sounders on board the TIROS-N.
In the case of particularly cloudy scenes,
this resolution can be improved by using the observations from the AVHRR
display on board the same satellites.
A programme of this type is under way
in co-operation with the EERM/CMS Lannion.
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AVHRR/TOVS DATA PROCESSING IN THE ACQUISITION AREA OF LANNION
(Report of the CMS/DEMOS group)

The Centre de Meteorologie Spatiale
(CMS)
in Lannion receives,
approximately
every
6 hours,
one mul tispectral
AVHRR image and one
mul tispectral TOVS image covering a zone of approximately 3000 km in radius
centered on Brittany. Coupling of the AVHRR and TOVS is carried out in order
to improve the horizontal resolution of the vertical sounder of the
tropospherical temperatures and humidi ties.
These sensors are on board the
satellites in the TIROS-N series (see Table I).
Figure 4 illustrates a HIRS2 image comprising 33 lines of 56 pixels.
The corresponding AVHRR image comprises about 1200 lines of 2000 pixels.
Exact HIRS-21AVHRR superimposition is illustrated in Figure 6 for a view at
the sub-satellite point (a little more than 300 AVHRR pixels) and Figure 5 for
an oblique view at the extremity of the HIRS-2 scan (about 600 AVHRR pixe1s).
The AVHRR/TOVS coupling consists in extracting from
the AVHRR
information a description of the types of surface present in space (surface,
temperature, emissive capacity, etc.) in order to determine the "surface"
terms in the radiative transfer equation.
The first study was started in 1984 on 6 specific situations:
4 March 1982, 27 and 29 September 1983, 26 November 1983, 12 December 1983 and
27 and 28 December 1983 (at approximately 1500 UT with the NOAA-7 satellite).
The AVHRR is used to plot visible/IR two-dimensional histograms which permit
identification of the sea (and, but less efficiently, the land) as well as
cloud surfaces.
This method (ESTHER) is described in the article by Phulpin
et al., 1983, but is only operational in the daytime.
A second method which is faster and can be used in both daytime and
nighttime was also developed in 1984 at Lannion.
It is an adaptation of the
method of convergent k-means with initial poles fixed at typical values for
the different surfaces.
This classification covers temperatures only in the 12 V m AVHRR
channel and assumes the consideration of each surface as a black body.
A third, more elaborate algorithm is being studied to obtain, in
addition, information on the emissive capacity and semitransparence of
clouds.
It is based on the multispectral AVHRR information and its horizontal
distribution and will start to be implemented only during 1985.
Whatever the method, the purpose is twofold:
1.

(POOLE 1479)

To supply "clear radiances" (i. e. the radiances which would be
measured by a satellite in the absence of clouds) for a fine-scale
analysis in the PERIDOT model (cf. report of the CRMD/PERIDOT
group) ;
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2.

To obtain thickness and humidity fields with high horizontal
resolution over Western Europe and the Northeast Atlantic, by
introducing AVHRR information in the "31" inversion method (cf.
report of the LMD/ARA group).

Moreover, couples of coincident satellite/"in situ" data were
assembled (radiosondings/sea-sudace temperature/AVHRR and TOVS) in 1984 but
will not be available until 1985. This will be reported on next year.
1984 was thus a preparatory year and the first concrete results are
expected in 1985.
III .

UTIISATION OF HIGH-RESOLUTION RADIANCES IN FINE-MESH ANALYSIS AND ITS
APPLICATION TO MESO-SCALE WEATHER FORECASTING
(report of the CRMD/PERIDOT group)

In 1983, a fine-scale (35-km) analysis was developed for wind,
temperature and humidity, taking into account, in addition to conventional
data,
raw satellite
information
(TOVS radiances at their horizontal
definition) without prior inversion.
It includes two analysis modules, one for humidity and the other for
wind and temperature.
These modules are briefly described below with an
indication of the type of meteorological information used and the method for
introducing it.
The humidity analysis is multivariate and takes into account:

*
*

*

The parameters from the surface observation report
Radiosonding data (for the characteristic levels)
Clear radiances from the HIRS-2 channels No. 10,
(sensitive to water vapour).

11

and

12

The discrimination between the clear radiances and contaminated
radiances from HIRS-2 is done using the cloud information deduced from the
AVHRR processing carried out by CMS/Lannion (ESTHER file) when the latter is
available. If this is not the case, the clouds are deduced from interchannel
consistency checks and spatial checks for a given channel and by comparison
between the window channels (8, 18 and 19) and the surface temperature from
the model used as background field.
When the AVHRR processing indicates a cloud wi th certainty, a bogus
humdity of 100% is then imposed.
Moreover, the function of horizontal
structure in relation to humidity is adapted to the latter's field, by
introducing the field's anisotropy.

(POOLE 1479)
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The analysis of wind and temperature is done by optimal interpolation
of the PERIDOT forecast model variables. These are variables at the model's
levels, which avoids subsequent interpolations.
This analysis takes into
account, in addition to the parameters from the surface observation report and
the radiosounding data (for the characteristic levels), clear radiances from
18 HIRS-2 channels of the TOVS (all of the channels except the ozone channel,
same procedure for discriminating clear radiances).
We strove to achieve as
accurate a statist.ical modelization as possible, in order to use as much
information as possible. We thus use:

*

Thermal wind deduced from radiosondings as predictor;

*

Function of vertical structure adapted to the analysis layers.

These two analysis modules
(variance, covariance and bias) on
predicted by the PERIDOT model.

require a complete statistical study
the observations used and the fields

The radiances are introduced thanks to the analysis by optimal
interpolation which requires knowledge of a radiance forecast error and its
statistical characteristics.
To generate a radiance "forecast ", we used the
model for synthetic calculation of radiances developed by NESS and, starting
from there, we produced all of the necessary statistics.
The principle of
this method as applied to the analysis of humidity can be found in [2] and all
of the technical details concerning the two analysis modules can be found in
[1].
It should also be noted that the radiances were taken at their
horizontal definition without prior averaging.
First of all, the situation on 4 March 1982 at 0012 was analysed and
compared with the results obtained by other groups making analyses from the
TOVS data (in inversion) on the occassion of the First TOVS Study Conference
(Igls, August 1983). For this purpose, we used the HIRS-2 clear radiances and
the discrimination produced by the ESTHER file.
A good concordance was noted between the humidity analysis of the
highest layers (see Fig. 7) and the corresponding satellite picture. However,
taking account of satellite data either through clear radiances or through
bogus 100% humidity causes an excessive increase in the dry-humid contrast in
the corresponding layers.
Some thicknesses nOOO-500 mb, 700-500 mb, and
500-300 mb) were also reconstructed (see Fig. 8) for 1000-500 mb and compare
favourably with those obtained by other groups.
A certain number of fairly
fine details are obtained and the scale on which this analysis works is
visibly finer than that on which most other groups are working. Comparison of
this analysis (A) with the same without satellite information (C) and the same
without conventional information (S) reveals the importance of conventional
data for the lower layers and the importance of satellite data for the upper
layers.
We further noted the low impact of radiances on the wind field in
this situation [2].

(POOLE 14 79 )
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A more specific study was made of the impact of satellite information
on the forecast during an experiment conducted with CMS/Lannion during June
1984. Each day HIRS-2 data from the NOM-7 satellite's morning pass were
transmitted to Paris in order to complete the information for the fine
analysis of the observation data from the station network. The cloud-clear
sky discrimination was done by the previously described diagnosis without
AVHRR information. Each day, we thus made the analysis with satellite data
and without them. We then attempted to show the impact of these satellite
data on the short-range forecast. By taking a simplified operation (constant
boundary conditions and no normal-mode initialization) we showed, out of four
typical situations, two cases of positive impact concerning precipitation and
cloud amount fields for the 24-hour forecast (see Fig. 9 for one of them), one
case of no impact for a clear-sky situation (confirmed in other clear-sky
situations) and one case of impact which is difficult to judge [3]. This is
encouraging, even if these impacts are small, and it has been reconfirmed in
an initialization version which is better adapted to fine analysis.
We thus showed that it was possible to introduce TOVS radiances
without prior inversion in an optimal analysis scheme. It also appeared that
these satellite data supply important complementary upper-air information for
a fine-scale (35-km) analysis.
Several limited studies have attempted to show the impact of the
satellite data in this fine analysis for the short-range forecast.
The
results are still fairly fragmentary but seem encouraging.
They also
underline the importance of the initialization scheme chosen, as well as the
role of the boundary conditions in relation to the initial state.
Quantitative evaluations of this impact for the short-range forecast will be
the subject of further study.
Publications
(1)

Y. DURAND, 1983
Developpement d'un systeme d'analyse fine sur domaine limite
volumes) Note de travail de 1 1 Eco1e Nationale de la Meteorologie.

(3

(2)

Y. DURAND, R. JUVANON DU VACHAT, 1983
Mesoscale analysis using satellite information.
Proceedings first TOVS Study Conference, Igls 84-93.

(3)

J. PAILLEUX, 1984
Testing the North Atlantic Observing Network using different analysis
schemes.
ECMWF Seminar on Data Assimilation Systems and Observing
Systems Experiments.
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Figure I:

Figure 2:

FieLd of geopotentiaL thicknesses for 1000-500 mb.
ALPEX lOP 4 March 1982 (NOAA-7). (---) ResuLts of
the "31" aLgorithm; (--) ECMWF anaLysis (interpoLated
in time)

Same situation and same fieLd as in Fig. 1. This is the
resuLt of the initiaLization before the inversion
process

Figure 3:

GeopotentiaL thicknesses ,nd geostrophic winds between 850 anc 00 mb for two nighttime passes
(5 March 1982). The art
in which resuLts are missing are eitner regions affected by
instrument caLibration, or those for which rejection tests have a significant impact
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Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

n-.

AVHRFI it • liw ch&nr.el" 5C&1VIing rad.aln4l.r wh>C:Il provid40, llT\A.Qery .na quatll'l.1t.....
1 km
r-oIution.

~ CI&.La a.l

~1

0.68 - 0.68 IlITl

~2

0:12.5 - 1.10 Ilm

~3

3.65 - 3. Q.3 IlITl

NighttitM cklud mapping, ... lur1~ ~mper.ture
(N.UUl"'~, I&nt::IIwaut dKlinct>oo5, hot IpOt OeIKtion
(Iore$l firM. '1Olc&nic ac1ivity).

~14

10.3 - '1.3 IlITl

Day/night cJoud mapping, wa wrtace lemparalure
rTl6UUfem.nu, IoQij mo<sture.

~5

11.5 - , 2.5 IlITl

s..

IUn.c.

~mpar.lur. l'lWil.Surem6nls.

5011 moisture.

Tiros Oper&tlonal Vertical Sounder (TOVS)

HlRS/2

20 Channel High AewluUon Infrared Soundero-17 km rewlutlon It
a.ubc.atelllt. polnt
- Vertical temperature profiles
- Water vapor content at three levels of the Atmosphere
- Total ozone content

ssu

3 Chanral Stratoapherlc Sounding Unit (Built and Funded by the
United Klogdom}-147 km rewlutlon at a.ub&.atelllte polnt.
- Temperatures In the ltratosPhere-15 ~m CO band
2

MSU

4 Channel Microwave Sounding Unlt-l09 km resolution at substellile
point
- Atmospheric sounding computations in cloudy areas-50-57 GHz 02
band

TabLe I

- Characteristics of the sensors on the TIROS-N sateLLites
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Figure 7 a

Figure 7:
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Figure 8:

4 March 1982 at 12.00:

1000-500 mb thicknesses
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Figure 9:
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5 June 1984: AccumuLated precipitation forecast for 18-24 hours
(A) InitiaL anaLysis incLuding sateLLite data
(8) Without sateLLite data
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UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
PART I.
1.1

SUMMARY OF MAJOR OPERATIONAL CHANGES DURING 1984
CARI*, Tashkent

Since 16 o£ January a new RMC Tashkent automated forecast
technology using EC-1060 computer was implemented (see 3.1 below).
PART II.
2.1

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Data assimilation, initialization and objective analysis.

2.1.1
Further development of the liMC operational OI objective
analysis system continued in the following directions.
The analysis for the 2.5 x 2.5 0 NH grid net has been
designed and implemented. This scheme is intended for use as a
source of initial data for medium-range forecast model and for
producting historical data sets which might be stored on magnetic
tapes.
The SATEM messages having an arbitrary reference level
(not only that of 1000 hPh) as well as DRIBU-messages are now
available in the analysis scheme.
Analytical approximations of the horizontal correlation
function of the satellite relative thickness observational errors
are derived and included into the operational analysis scheme.
An enhanced version of the procedure for deriving dew
point deficit at the levels 925, 850, 700, 500, 400 mbar from the
SATEM water content data has been developed and implemented both
into the operational quality control and objective analysis
schemes.
The positive impact of the satellite (SATEM) data upon
the quality of geopotential and humidity analyses within the frame
work of now existing liMC real-time data processing system has been
assessed. (~ro, A.N. Bagrov, V.B. Shiljayev).

* For abbreviations see end of the text.
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2.1.2
A variational procedure for correcting the correlation
matrixes deduced after treatment of observational data has been
developed. The philosophy of this procedure is as follows. From
the linear relations between the components of a random vector
certain relations between the elelnents of its covariation matrix
follow. However due to the gaps in the data arrays and to errors
arosing in the course or processing them the above mentioned relations between the matrix elements as well as the property o~
positive definiteness of the matrix itself maight be violated in
some cases. The proposed variational correction procedure has
been applied to the adjustment of the covariance matrix of geopotential and temperature values on the mandatory pressure levels.
In this case the linear relations between the components of the
random vector are defined by the discretization scheme of the
hydrostatic equation adopted (BMC; V.A. Gordin).
2.2

Regional and sub-regional scale short range forecasts

2.2.1
A 6-level grid-telescoped short range forecast model
having 75-km grid resolution has been constructed. The model includes orography, eddy viscosity and water conversions in the atmosphere. The vertical discretization of the three-dimensional
equations is based on the condition that the forecast problem for
the corresponding two-dimensional equations is a correctly posed
one. The latter equations are integrated using the Lax-Wendroff
method.
It was found that the processes resolvable with the
above mentioned difference grid are fully hydrostatic ones, so
that the PE seems to be a quite adequate mean for their modelling
(HMC; V.M. Kadyshnikov, V.M. Losev).
2.2.2
The grid-telescoped limited area forecast model had been
run in a trial mode up to the 24h period. Two modes of the
lateral boundary values computations from the data of the environmental coarse mesh forecast model have been applied:
- using the forecast computed from the same observation
time as the telescoped model itself;
- using the forecast computed from the proceeding observations (- 12 hours).
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In the first case important is the impact of the nonconsistency between the mass and motion fields, while in the
second one - that of the accumulated 12-hour environmental forecast errors.
The mean forecast error of the second version is only by
2% higher than that of the first one (WSRI; Ye.Ye. Kalenkovich,
I.V. Tcholakh; see 2.6.1 in the Rep. for 1982).
2.2.3
A new regional-scale forecast model which incorporates
a simple technique of the forecast equati.ons splitting up has
been elaborated. Main features of the model are:
Number of levels
Independent variables
Dependent variables
Prognostic variables
Horizontal grid
Horizontal resolution

- 10

- x, y, P, t
- J-I J
u, v, q, cJ
- G, Ut v, q
- Arakawa C-grid, 37 x 26 points
- D x = 6. y = 300 km at 60 0 N
on the stereographic projection

e,

map

Time integration scheme:
- quasigeestrophic adjustment
and vertical advection
- horizontal advection
- viscosity and friction

- semiimplicid
- centered differences
- implicid

Space difference scheme:
fourth order; the quasi-nondivergent flow is used

- horizontal advection

J{\7If~

H G fA 1/ Cl')

- eddy viscosity

-

Surface friction

- included

Orography

- included
- not included
a diffusion equation is applied
within the zone located between
the forecast area and the surrounding where \f = const

Radiation
Lateral boundaries

Convective adjustment

- included

( lp'=

I

}

I

I

/
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Computer
Computing time

- EC-1060
- 20 minutes for 48-hour forecast

Verification of the 24 and 48-hour experimental forecasts
over the RlVIC Tashkent area valid for 1-7 February 1976
(the DST-6 data set was used)
1000 mbar
24 hours
48 hours

500 mbar

R

C-

R

E

0.81
0.76

0.55
0.78

0.86
0.77

0.51
0.63

200 mbar
R

0.89
0.11

C
0.51
0.69

R - tendency correlation coefficient
- relative error of the forecast tendencies
(CARl; A.D. Spectorman et al).
2.2.4
A 6-level diabatic short range PE forecast model has
been designed. Along with forecasting of geopotential, temperature, wind velocity and vertical motions, the air-humidity and
cloud amount are predicted by means of this model too o For the
purpose of cloud amount forecasting a combined numerical (hydrodynamical) and statistical approach is applied. The cloud amount
at each time step is computed by making use of discriminant functions, whereby the predictants for which the parameters determined
by the hydrodynamical model itself are choosen.
A substantial feature of the model designed is a following one. The surface air temperature forecasts are monitored
using some empirical parameters of the temperature diurnal variation. To do this a semi-empirical model which simulate thediurnal variation is elaborated. Using this model thediabatic temperature changes at the ground surface (or at the lower ~oundary
of the atmosphere) are determined depending on the predicted
cloud amount during each time step.
According to preliminary (non-routine) trial runs of the
model the quality of the prediction of cloud amount ranges is
about 81%. The parameterized presentation of the diurnal variation used here together with forecasting of the cloud formation
have resulted in reducing of the 24-h ground surface air tempe-
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rature relative forecast errors about up to 10% as compared with
the diabatic computations (URI; A.I. Romov, T.D. Lev).
2.2.5
The non-linear model for the alternative 24-h forecasting
of the occurence of the spring and autumn frosts for the Southern
Siberia has been designed. The accuracy of the model as evaluated
over the independent data sample is about 85%. (WSRI; L.N. Romanov,
N.K. Sharifu11in).
2.3

Local forecasts; modelling of mesoscale processes

2.3.1
An auto~ated man-machine mode system which extracts and
corrects data needed for the hydrodynamical model of the local
forecasting of the extremum temperatures and of low wind speed
within the atmospheric boundary layer has been elaborated
(WSRI; P.Yu. Pushistov, L.S. Speransky, M.I. Shaposhnikova,
Ye.G. Bochkareva).
2.3.2
Development of BMC mesosca1e forecast model continued
(see 2.7.2 - 2.7.4 in Rep. for 1982).
PART Ill.
3.1

TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF NWP PRODUCTS
CARI, Tashkent

Since 16 of January a new RMC Tashkent forecast technology using EC-1060 computer was implemented. I"I; includes following modules:
- collection and preliminary processing of surface and
upper air data and assimilation of GRID-code data;
- checking and objective analysis of sea level pressure,
of surface pressure tendencies, and of geopotential at the mandatory levels for 00 and 12 GMT;
- up to 48 hours PE prediction of the sea level pressure,
of geopotential, temperature and wind velocity on the 925, 850,
700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 100 and 50 mbar surfaces;
- forecasting of the trajectories of the air masses and
of vertical velocities at the levels 850, 700 and 500 mbar for
the time periods up to 36 hours; first-guess, MOS-type forecasting
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of 12-hour precipitation amounts for 9 locations within the area of
Uzbekistan Republic using the output of the quasigeostrophic forecast model;
- verification of the geopotential, temperature and wind
forecasts against the observational data;
- output of the forecast charts via direct computer-tofacsimile line;
- statistical interpretation of the objective analysis
and hydrodynamical forecast (using the group-analogues consept)
for the forecasting of temperature and precipitations for 2-5
days over the area of Central Asia (see 2.6.6 and 2.6.7 in the
Report fQr 1983); verification of those forecasts.
PART IV.
4.1

A1~ALYSIS-FORECAST SYSTEMS

IN OPERATIONAL USE

Hydrometeorological Centre of the USSR, Moscow

4.1.1
The WMC Moscow analysis-forecast programme.
See 4.1.1 and 1.1 in Rep. for 1983 •

No changes.

4.1.2
The RMC Moscow analysis-forecast programme.
See 4.1.2 in Rep. for 1982.

No changes.

4.1.3
Other regional and sub-regional scale forecasts.
No changes. See 4.1.3 in Repo for 1982.
4.1.4
Medium-range forecasts.
for 1982.
4.2

No changes.

See 4.1.4 in Rep.

WSRI, Novosibirsk

4.2.1
The RMC Novoaibirsk analysis-forecast programme.
No changes. See 4.2.1 and 3.2 in Rep. for 1983.
4.2.2
During the summer months (June-August) the 24 hour ground
surface temperature and wind forecasts for the City of Novosibirsk
were computed twice a day using hydrodynamical local-prediction
model.
4.3

CARI, Tashkent
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4.3.1
above.

The RMe Tashkent analysis-forecast programme.

PART V.

PLANS FOR FUTURE OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

See 3.1

5.1
To implement an advanced version of the hemispheric forecast model (BMC; see 205.1 above).
5.2
To design the operational technology on a new computer
EC-1061; to run on a trial mode the forecast model having the
150-200 km horizo~tal resolution and incorporating main diabatic
effects (CARI).
PART VI.
6.1

VERIFICATION OF OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS
WMC and RMC Moscow

Surface pressure

Reference to
the model
Verification
score
24-h forecasts
48-h
"
72-h
"

. 4.1.2·

4.1.1
E

500 mb height

R

E

R

4.1.2

4.1.1
E

R

E

R

0.82

0.59

0.68

0.75

0.75

0.67

0.62

0.78

0.92
0.97

0.53
0.49

0.86

0.59

0.82
0.92

0.63
0.57

0.73

0.71

Verification areas:
For Hemispheric model (4.1.1, mesh width 600 km):
Europe, West Siberia and adjacent water bodies.
For regional model (4.1.2, mesh width 300 km);
Central and Eastern Europe.
LEGEND
E - relative error of the tendency forecast
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where Hobs' Hpred ' Hinit stand for actually observed, predicted
and initial values at some point respectively.
R - the tendency correlation coefficient.
Verification is made against the objective analysis.
6.2

BMC Novosibirsk

6 0 2.1

The verifications of the 24-h regional forecasts (4.2.1)

Level(mbar)

Geopotential
E

1000
850
700
500

0.70
0.78
0.77
0.70

For legend

R
0.72
0.69
0.69
0.72

Temperature
E

0.72
0.67
0.76

R

0.70
0.70
0.68

Dew-point deficit
E

0.76
0.80
0.84

R

0.59
0.59
0065

see 6.1

6.2.2
The extrem surface temperature forecasts produced by the
local-prediction model for the City of NovQsibirsk (see 4.2.2)
were correct in 80% cases for maximum temperature and in 84% for
minimum one (the allowable forecast-error being ± 3°). Thewind
speed forecast error was less than 3 mIc in 87-90% cases.
ABBREVIATIONS USED
CARl
BMC
URI
WSRl
HPH
MH

PAO

-

Central-Asian Research Inst., Tashkent
Hydrometeorological Centre of the USSR, Moscow
Ukrainian Research Inst., Kiev
West-Siberian Research Inst., Novosibirsk
Hydrometeorological Publishing House, Leningrad
"Meteorology and Hydrology" .. a monthly scientific
magazine published by the USSR State Committee for
Hydrometeorology and Control of Natural Environment
- "Physics of the Atmosphere and of the Ocean", a series of Proceedings of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
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Activity Report on PSMP study
Project 4 - Objective Interpretation Methods
(Submitted by the American Activity Dentre for Study Project 4)

Contents
Part I.

Summary of Highlights

Part II

Research and Development in Objective Interpretation Methods

Part III

Objective Interpretation Systems in Operational Use during 1984

Part

International Co-ordination Activities

IV

Part V

Publications
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
OFFICE OF SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
OBJECTIVE INTERPRETATION METHODS
1984 ACTIVITY CENTER REPORT
PART I.

SUMMARY OF HIGHLIGHTS

1.1
MOS regression equations were developed to forecast maximum and
ml.nl.mum temperatures and probabi lity of precipitation for 230 U. S. stations
for periods of 2 to 6 days in advance.
1.2
Five new basins for the hurricane storm surge model, SLOSH, were
completed and turned over to the National Hurricane Center for operational
storm surge forecasting.
1.3
A new system to predict thunderstorm and severe local storm
probabilities during the cool season was developed and implemented for most of
the United States east of the Rocky Mountains.
1.4
A local applications program for monitoring official aviation terminal
forecasts was completed and implemented on local forecast office minicomputers.
1.5
Manually digitized radar data can now be plotted on local map
backgrounds by using software developed for the local forecast office
minicomputers.
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AFOS
AWOS
BLM
EOF
GEM
GOES
GSM
ICRAD
LAMP

LFM
MDR
MOS
NGM
NMC
NWS
REEP
SLOSH
SPLASH
TDL
VISSR

WMO

Automation of Field Operations and Services
Automated Weather Observing System
Boundary Layer Model
Empirical Orthogonal Function
Generalized Exponential Markov
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
Global Spectral Model
Interactive Color Radar Display
Local AFOS MOS Program
Limited-area Fine Mesh
Manually Digitized Radar
Model Output Statistics
Nested Grid Model
National Meteorological Cent er
National Weather Service
Regression Estimation of Event Probabilities
Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes
Special Program to List Amplitudes of Surges from Hurricanes
Techniques Development Laboratory
Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
World Meteorological Organization
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN OBJECTIVE INTERPRETATION METHODS
Overall Goals

The Techniques Development Laboratory conducts applied research aimed
at developing techniques which have promise in application to weather
forecasting and analysis. These techniques range from pure statistical to
combinations of statistical and numerical (dynamic). Emphasis is placed on
the objective interpretation of the output of sophisticated large-scale models
run at NMC and also of simple models that can be run on minicomputers at local
stations.
Developed techniques 'are tested on independent data and results
compared to results from other forecast methods. The better techniques are
programmed for operation at the appropriate p1ace--national center or local
station. Results of studies and verification of operationally produced
forecasts are documented in the literature.
(Glahn)
2.2

Synoptic Scale Weather Prediction

Objective guidance for most weather elements contained in routine
public forecasts and aviation terminal forecasts is produced primarily by the
MOS technique and disseminated to NWS field offices, other government
agencies, and private users. This system is being improved through use of
larger developmental samples, effective stratification of the data, and new
techniques. Statistical guidance products are augmented to extend forecast
areas, include more localities, and add new weather elements. For example,
the LFM-based MOS system to predict surface temperature and dew point for
locations in the conterminous United States is being enhanced through the
development and implementation of new forecast equations. Similar sets of
equations will be implemented to predict maximum and minimum temperatures for
12-h periods. Also, several experiments are being carried out in order to
develop (or adapt) MOS equations which will be capable of producing
maximum/minimum temperature and probability of precipitation guidance based on
output from NMC's new Nested Grid Model.
(Carter)
2.2.1
MOS User Activities. We have been providing operational forecasters
with insights regarding how to interpret and better use the automated
guidance. For example, during 1984 we visited the NWS offices in New York
City, Albany, Ra1eigh, Atlanta, and Birmingham in order to conduct MOS user
workshops. In mid-November, a seminar entitled "A Strategy for Effective Use
of MOS Guidance" was presented at a conference sponsored by the National
Weather Association. Since late November, forecasters at Salt Lake City, Fort
Worth, Atlanta, New Orleans, Kansas City, Minneapo1is, and Washington, D.C.
have been provided with timely feedback regarding the magnitude and spatial
distribution of MOS temperature forecast errors as part of a comparative
effort to evaluate a new graphic product. We have begun to catalog the
seasonal and geographic distribution of typical error patterns associated with
the MOS max/min temperature guidance. In addition, three TDL office notes
based on case studies of MOS performance characteristics during significant
weather events were prepared and distributed to field offices.
(Carter)
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2.2.2
Precipitation Forecasting. New sets of MOS prediction equations were
derived for projections of 18, 30, 42, and 54 hours from 0000 and 1200 GMT to
forecast the probability of liquid precipitation type (drizzle, rain, or
showers) for about 300 D.S. stations. The developmental sample for the new
equations consisted of about six seasons of LFM model output for both the cool
(October-March) and warm (April-September) seasons for the period of 1977
through 1983. This represents an increase of approximately two to
four seasons over the sample used to derive the previous equations, depending
on the projection and season. Tests on independent data showed forecasts from
the new equations were better than those produced by the old equations. The
probability of liquid precipitation type forecasts are used as input to TDL's
computer worded forecast program.
(Maglaras)
Efforts were initiated to improve MOS probability of precipitation
predictions by developing forecast equations based on application of empirical
orthogonal functions. For comparison, several sets of experimental equations
were derived using developmental samples of from one to five seasons of data.
Test results on independent data indicate that when three or more seasons of
data were used, forecasts from the EOF equations were significantly better
than equations developed on exactly the same data sample using the traditional
approach. These results indicate if sufficient data are available, the EOF
approach can be applied to supplement the traditional method which is used to
derive prediction equations. We plan to conduct further tests with the
smaller developmental samples.
(Maglaras, I,ewis, Glahn)
2.2.3
Temperature ForecBsting. An operational procedure to ensure
meteorological consistency among the objective 3-h surface temperature and the
calendar day maximum/minimum (max/min) temperature forecasts was developed and
implemented. During the 0000 GMT cycle, max forecasts are available for
days 1 and 2; the min guidance is valid for days 2 and 3. For the 1200 GMT
cycle, the max and min forecasts are available for days 2 and 3. For both
cycles, the 3-h surface temperature forecasts are valid for projections of
6, 9, 12, ••• , 48, and 51 hours. All of the guidance is generated from MOS
equations applied to the LFM model. By conducting a series of tests, we found
that the 3-h surface temperature forecasts provide, on the average, more
accurate predictions of the calendar day max/min in cases where the max/min
and 3-h guidance are inconsistent. For our purposes, consistency requires the
calendar day max (min) temperature forecast be equal to or greater (less) than
the highest (lowest) 3-h temperature forecast valid during that day. At
0000 GMT, the MOS max/min forecasts for days 1 and 2 are now modified, as
necessary, to correspond to 3-h forecasts during the appropriate calendar
day. At 1200 GMT, only the min/max for day 2 are checked for consistency and
modified accordingly. However, even with this consistency check, the calendar
day guidance occasionally causes problems for NWS forecasters, particularly
during the winter when the max/min may not occur at the normal diurnal time.
Hence, an algorithm has been developed to derive daytime max and night time min
temperatures from the 3-h temperature and calendar day max/min observations.
For normal diurnal cycles, the calendar day high (low) will be used as the
daytime high (nighttime low). When the diurnal temperature cycle is abnormal,
a linear regression equation will be applied to the highest (lowest) 3-h
temperature in the daytime (nighttime) period in order to calculate the
daytime high (nighttime low). In this way, we will be able to develop a new
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predictand sample. During 1985, the entire MOS temperature and dew point
forecasts system will be rederived by using LFM data from 1976 to the
present. The new forecast equations will predict the daytime max and
nighttime min for projections of 1 and 2 days.
(Dallavalle, Erickson)
Equations to predict temperature and probability of precipitation 2 to
6 days in advance (approximately 36 to 144 hours after 0000 GMT) were
developed for about 230 stations in the conterminous United States. The
temperature predictands were the local calendar day max and min observations.
The precipitation predicand was the occurrence of .01 inch or more of
precipitation in a 24-h per~od ending at 0000 GMT. The equations were derived
by use of the MOS technique from Global Spectral Model output variables.
Because NMC plans to change the spectral model during 1985, we tried to make
the new equations relatively insensitive to model alterations. We limited the
predictors selected by the regression procedure, and we carefully examined all
results to ensure that the equations were meteorologically consistent.
Wherever proposed changes to the GSM may significantly affect the output
variables, time- and space-averaged fields were used in order to smooth out
possible differences between the developmental and future operational versions
of the model. Once implemented in the spring of 1985, these new equations
will produce guidance for NMC's Medium-Range Forecast Group. We will also
evaluate the guidance to see if this approach to deriving equations for a
changing numerical weather prediction model was successful.
(Jensenius, Dal1avalle)
An effort has been initiated to develop a system to forecast
temperatures for the conterminous United States based on output from the new
Nested Grid Model. At present, we do not have any NGM output to work with, so
we're using LFM model output and hourly surface observations to derive and
test various sets of regional forecast equations in order to design a system
that will produce the most accurate guidance under the constraints imposed by
the use of output from the NGM. These constraints include the use of a small
developmental data sample from a numerical model that is undergoing
significant changes.
(Mag1aras, Baker)
2.2.4
Surface Wind Forecasting. We conducted a test to determine the
feasibility of using the MOS technique to forecast surface wind gusts for
236 stations in the conterminous United States. Sets of equations to predict
the probability of wind guests of > 25 and> 35 kt were derived for
10 climatically homogeneous region;. These-LFM-based, REEP equations can be
used to produce probabilistic forecasts for the occurrence of surface wind
gusts within + 3 hours of 0000 GMT (approximately a 24-h projection). We
evaluated the-test equations on independent data from the cool season of
1981-82. For comparison, another set of categorical forecasts was produced by
multiplying the traditional, 24-h MOS forecast of wind speed by a factor of
1.5. The verification results (skill score, threat score, and bias by
category) indicate the simple scheme (MOS speed times 1.5) produced
categorical forecasts which were as good as those based on the REEP equations
and threshold values. We think these disappointing results may be related to
the overall quality of the observed gust reports in the hourly data archive.
(Carter, Dagostaro)

•
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2.2.5
Agricultural Weather Forecasting. Sunshine and solar energy forecasts
are generated for more than 230 stations in the conterminous United States.
This guidance is produced twice daily for daylight periods 1 and 2 days in
advance. Both the sunshine and solar energy prediction equations were
developed by using a generalized-operator regression procedure. This
relationship is then applied to other projections to make the forecasts. MOS
predictions of cloud amount and dew point were used as predictors in the solar
energy equation t while only the cloud amount probabilities were used as
predictors in the sunshine forecast equation. We have verified the sunshine
predictions for the period from June 1982 through May 1984. While the results
showed the forecasts for all projections were skillful t there was a tendency
to predict too few days with less than 20% of the possible sunshine t and also
to forecast too few days with greater than 80% of the possible sunshine.
(Jensenius)
2.2.6
Verification Activities. During 1984, a new system for collating,
archiving t and verifying the subjective local and objective guidance public
and aviation weather forecasts was fully implemented. Now, the forecasts and
verifying observations are collected locally at NWS forecast offices,
transmitted via the AFOS system to NMC, and archived by TDL. After these data
are carefully quality·controlled t software modules are executed to compute
verification scores for each of the various weather elements (maximum/minimum
temperature, probability of precipitation, precipitation type, snow amount,
surface wind, cloud amount, ceiling height, and visibility). Summary reports
are prepared every 6 months which present the national and regional
statistics. The 1984 warm season (April-September) verification results for
maximum/minimum temperature forecasts at 93 stations indicate that the mean
absolute errors for the local forecasts averaged 0.2°F less than those
associated with the MOS guidance. The magnitude of the errors ranged from
approximately 3.0°F for 24-h forecasts to about 4.0 o F for 60-h forecasts. In
contrast, the 1984 warm season overall verification statistics for probability
of precipitation show the local forecasters were significantly better than the
MOS guidance for only the first (12-24 hour) verification period. Other
recent verification results are contained in TDL Office Notes 84-15 and 85-2.
(Dagostaro, Carter)
2.3

Mesoscale Weather Prediction

Mesoscale weather prediction techniques are primarily aimed at
providing assistance in forecasting thunderstorms, severe local storms and
associated phenomena, and heavy rainfall. Extensive use is made of digitized
radar data t lightning strike reports t satellite observations t local surface
observations, and output from numerical models.

2.3.1
Thunderstorm and Severe Local Storm Forecasting. A new system that
produces 2-6 h thunderstorm and severe local storm probabilities for most of
the United States east of the Rocky Mountains during the cool season
(mid-September through mid-March) was developed and operationally implemented
in September 1984. This complements the existing spring and summer systems
such that guidance is now produced five times daily on a year-round basis.
Tests on developmental data indicate that the cool season forecasts are
comparable in skill to those of the spring season. This result reflects the
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fact that cool season severe storms are generally associated with strong
synoptic systems that are well-forecast by the numerical models.
(Charba)
Experimental probability equations were developed for the eastern
United States in an attempt to improve the 12-36 h forecasts of thunderstorms
and severe local storms. The forecast equations include new predictors based
on models of cumulus dynamics and thermodynamics that simulate the bulk effect
of cumulus convection on the synoptic and subsynoptic scales. Input to the
cumulus models is provided by NMC's LFM model and TDL's experimental,
high-resolution boundary layer model. Temperature and moisture forecasts from
the 'LFM and BLM models are combined into detailed vertical profiles that are
used by the cumulus model to analyze instability and convective cloud
properties. Among the predictors obtained from the cumulus model are
convective cloud depth, rate of rainfall, and updraft velocity. Experimental
forecasts based on the cumulus model predictors were compared to operational
12-36 h probability forecasts for the 1982 warm season, which represents an
independent sample since the experimental forecasts were derived from 1980,
1981, and 1983 warm season data. For general thunderstorm activity, the
experimental forecasts were found to be highly reliable throughout the entire
range of forecast probabilities. For severe local storms, the experimental
forecasts appeared to be more reliable than those from the current operational
equations, especially for probabilities below 20% where most of the forecasts
occurred. For both thunderstorms and severe local storms, the experimental
forecasts gave somewhat higher scores than the operational forecasts in terms
of the probability of detection and critical success index. At present, the
experimental forecasts are being subjectively evaluated to determine their
usefulness in an operational setting.
(Kitzmiller, Reap)
Lightning strike reports for the 1983-84 warm seasons are being
evaluated to determine their potential usefulness in developing improved
thunderstorm probability forecasts for the western United States. At present,
we are deriving relationships between the lightning data, manually digitized
radar data, and GOES-west visible and infrared observations from TDL
archives. A detailed examination of these relationships is underway along
with the preparation of a report describing the findings. The ultimate goal
of this research is to incorporate both lightning and satellite data into the
development and updating of MOS probability forecasts of significant
convective weather. To this end, we have completed development of a new
program to archive the lightning and satellite data in a format suitable for
input to the MOS linear screening regression procedure. We expect to begin
actual regression runs on the lightning and satellite data in early 1985.
(Reap, McDonald)
2.3.2
HeayY Precipitation.Forecasting. A computer program is being
developed that will produce probabi1istic and categorical forecasts for five
precipitation amount classes and for time periods of 0-6 and 3-9 hours in the
future. The precipitation amount classes range from < 0.25 to > 2.0 inches of
rain in 6 hours. The forecasts apply to a point within 40-mile square boxes
which cover the conterminous United States. The forecasts are based on
regression equations which were developed in 1983. The predictors contained
in the regression equations were derived from conventional hourly surface
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observations, radar reports, LFM model forecasts, and heavy precipitation
climatic frequencies. Operational implementation of this experimental product
is targeted for the spring of 1985.
(Charba)
Two new projects were started to develop a climatology of summertime
extreme precipitation. The first project is an analysis of the temporal
distribution of extreme precipitation. The objective of the study is to
determine the variation in the diurnal distribution with increasing rainfall
intensity and duration and to determine whether the diurnal pattern varies
spatially across the eastern and central United States. Harmonic analysis is
being used to describe the diurnal pattern for 160 x 160 n mi overlapping
subareas. Cluster analysis will then be used to determine regions with
similar diurnal distributions. The second project is an investigation of the
spatial patterns of observed and derived surface fields associated with warm
season heavy rainstorms. The first objective of this study is to define the
typical subsynoptic patterns preceding the occurrence of extreme
precipitation. The objectively analyzed surface fields are being composited
for 75 cases in which 2 inches or more of precipitation occurred 0-6 hours
after observation time. The second objective is to assess the case-to-case
variability of the patterns. The feasibility of using principal component
analysis to determine groups of similar heavy rain events is also being
studied.
(Wink1er, Charba)
2.3.3
Radar and Satellite Techniques. Radar techniques development has
focused primarily on developing the ability to overlay co10r graphic displays
of radar products from the ICRAD system with fields of other meteorological
parameters. When implemented at forecast offices, this capability would
enable the NWS to familiarize field personnel with the type of mesoscale
analysis techniques envisioned for future analysis and observing systems.
Also, specific mesoscale techniques could be tested and refined at operational
forecast offices prior to future systems procurement. In this regard,
techniques to display lightning data and to analyze, contour, and display
surface observation data have been developed. These techniques will be
implemented for field testing during the spring of 1985.
A simple snowfall accumulation algorithm has also been implemented on
color graphic displays located at field stations. This algorithm estimates
snowfall accumulations as a function of both radar reflectivity and ambient
air temperature and is based on subjective criteria developed by personnel at
the Pittsburgh forecast office. At present, snowfall estimations are being
collected along with observed reports of snowfall. These data will be used to
enhance the objective snowfall estimation algorithm.
Recent success in severe thunderstorm warnings issued by the NWS
office at Oklahoma City is due in large part to the use of automated
techniques, radar digitizers, and color graphics from the ICRAD system. The
automated techniques include computer-based estimates of severe weather
probability and of vertically integrated liquid water content. In an effort
to develop severe weather probability estimates for other regions, data were
obtained for 23 stormy periods in Colorado. However, these data have
presented some unique problems that were not encountered in using the Oklahoma
experiment data. For example, the Rocky Mountains appear frequently as echoes
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on the radar and obviously have a negative impact on the tracking algorithms
used in the study. Another major problem is the sparsity of population in the
verification area leading to few or no reports of severe weather with intense
radar echoes that in most cases actually produce severe weather. The analysis
of the Colorado data is almost complete, and we expect to generate our first
estimates of severe weather probability by mid-March 1985. Associated
statistics on echo size, severe weather occurrence, and echo intensity will be
compared to similar data from Oklahoma, giving us some insights into regional
differences in the forecasts.
(Elvander, Saffle)
We are investigatin~ stability indices derived from the VISSR
atmospheric sounder for possible use in short-range forecasts of thunderstorm
occurrence and intensity. Previous experience has shown that such stability
indices can yield important information on the subsequent development of
convective activity. At present, we are conducting a statistical
investigation involving satellite predictors and predictand data from TDL's
archive of radar and severe local storm reports. We are attempting to
establish statistical relationships between the satellite data and convective
weather activity 3-7 hours after observation time. Eventually, the
performance of the satellite predictors will be compared to that of predictors
derived from surface observations and numerical model forecasts.
(Kitzmiller)
2.4

Marine Environmental Prediction

The efforts in marine environmental prediction focus on hurricane
storm surge forecasting and coastal and oceanic forecasting. A variety of
techniques are used to generate foreca·st guidance products which support the
marine forecaster: modeling is used to forecast hurricane storm surges;
statistical methods are applied to forecasting extra~tropical storm surges and
beach erosion; and computer interpretation of NMC numerical model output is
used in preparing computer worded high seas forecasts.
(Shaffer)
2.4.1. Hurricane Storm Surge Forecasting. The dynamic hurricane (tropical
cyclone) storm surge model, SLOSH, is now implemented for 22 areas along the
Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts. The SLOSH model considers inland routing
of sea water, overtopping of barriers, flow of water through gaps in barriers,
and flow through channels. A hurricane wind model is imbedded within the
SLOSH model. As input, the SLOSH model requires the hurricane's position
(latitude and longitude), intensity (specified through the central pressure),
and size (specified by the radius of maximum winds). These parameters must be
specified at 6-h intervals, starting 48 hours before landfall and ending
24 hours after landfall. Model verifications are conducted in each basin for
historical hurricanes whenever sufficient meteorological and observed surge
data exist. The model's accuracy is approximately
20% when observed and
computed surge values are compared. In addition to SLOSH's use for real-time
hurricane storm surge forecasting, it is also used extensively as a tool for
hurricane evacuation planning. Through a series of SLOSH computer simulations
of hypothetical hurricanes, areas of potential flooding are delineated. SLOSH
also aids in predicting the timing of surge and winds associated with
hurricanes. In areas where SLOSH is not yet available, the SPLASH model, a
less sophisticated model which treats the surge only up to the open coast,
continues to be used operationally.

±
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Model improvements to SLOSH are continually effected. A treatment of
river banks, with their associated changes to the surge flow, was recently
added. Also tests were made with "double-eye" and "double center" hurricane
wind fields to better simulate the observed winds from specific hurricanes.
(Jelesnianski, Chen)
2.4.2. Coastal and Oceanic Forecasting. Experimental tests continue with a
high-seas marine computer worded forecast program for the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. The computer worded forecast program examines GSM model-generated
forecast fields, isolates significant over-water features, and selects
appropriate computer stored words and phrases to describe the forecast winds
and waves. Experimental computer worded forecasts are being transmitted to
forecast offices in Washington and San Francisco where they are compared to
forecasts issued by those offices for verification purposes.
(Shaffer)
2.5
Local Forecast Applications
Local forecast applications are defined as those techniques which can
be run on minicomputers and mircrocomputers at local forecast offices. These
techniques perform a variety of functions at NWS field stations, including the
decoding of observations, plotting of maps and upper air soundings, computing
parameters, analyzing data, or formatting products. There are also a few
numerical and statistical models.
(Seguin)
2.5.1
LocalAFOS MOS Program. The LAMP system is a group of programs which
provide updated MOS guidance using output from local models, central MOS
guidance, and the latest surface observations. The system can produce
objective forecasts at hourly intervals for projections from 1 to 20 hours.
To date, statistical studies have been completed which relate surface wind and
precipitation type information in the Washington, D.C. area to various
observed weather elements, sea level pressure forecasts, and centrally
produced MOS guidance. Other forecast parameters are being developed.
(Glahn, Crisci, Unger)
2.5.2
Computer Worded Forecasts. Computer worded public forecasts are
currently prepared for 111 stations and 343 zones for the 0000 and 1200 GMT
cycles. These forecasts are generated on a central computer using central MOS
guidance as input. Efforts are underway to develop programs that can be run
on local forecast office minicomputers using locally prepared guidance, such
as LAMP, as input. The programs will be interactive so as to allow the
forecaster to change the input guidance or final worded forecast.
(Bermowitz, R. L. Miller, Ruth)
2.5.3
Generalized Exponential Markov Model. A Generalized Exponential
Markov model has been developed and is undergoing further research and
development. A comparative verification between GEM and NWS official terminal
forecasts which was similar to past efforts comparing GEM against persistence
and GEM against MOS has recently been conducted. The results indicate GEM to
be competitive inside 3 hours, and GEM provides credible point of departure
objective guidance out to about 6 hours. In addition, the Federal Aviation
Administration has contracted with TDL to produce a GEM model for making 10-,
20-, 30-, 40-, 50-, and 60-minute forecasts utilizing Automated Weather
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Observing System information. AWOS data are collected in I-minute intervals
at the NWS Techniques Development and Test Branch location in Sterling,
Virginia. In 1985, a prototype working model for this effort will be
completed.
(R. G. Miller)
2.5.4
Radar Applications. Manually digitized radar data are collected as
part of the national radar network. These data are transmitted every hour and
are available to all forecast offices. A computer program has been written to
plot these data on state map backgrounds on demand. A second program is under
development which will compare these radar data with flash flood guidance
issue"d by River Forecast Center and alert the forecaster when the MDR data
exceed a threshold specified" by the forecaster. The threshold is derived from
an algorithm which relates three, hourly MDR totals to the probability of
quantitative precipitation amounts. This program will be field tested during
the spring of 1985.
(Newton, Seguin)
2.5.5
Computer Formatted Terminal Forecasts. A computer program has been
developed that automatically prepares aviation terminal forecasts for
37 stations. The software uses the 0000 and 1200 GMT MOS guidance and recent
surface observations to produce the forecasts. Work is continuing on the
effort to develop a better cloud height and amount forecasting scheme.
Although this program is currently run on NMC's central computer system, the
long range objective is to convert the software to run on weather station
minicomputers as a local application. The locally produced product would be
based on information from the centrally produced MOS system, output from the
LAMP system, and direct forecaster input. Once produced, the forecaster will
be able to review the product and edit if necessary before transmitting it to
the users.
(Vercelli, Lewis)
PART Ill.

OBJECTIVE INTERPRETATION SYSTEMS IN OPERATIONAL USE DURING 1984

Several techniques which test results indicate have application to
weather forecasting and analysis problems are applied operationally either
centrally at NMC or locally at individual weather stations.
3.1

Central Guidance

The central products which are produced at the national center consist
both of small-scale, very short-range convective weather forecasts and
regional, short- to medium-range aviation/public weather and marine guidance.
3.1.1
Small-scale. Thunderstorm and severe local storm probabilities for
periods of 2-6 hours in advance are produced five times each day for most of
the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. This system is based on a
combination of the classical statistical and MOS approaches.
3.1.2
Regional. Routine guidance for the marine environment includes:
wind-wave and swell forecasts for the North Atlantic, North Pacific, Gulf of
Mexico, and Great Lakes; MOS wind forecasts for coastal areas along the east,
west, and Gulf of Mexico coasts and over the Great Lakes; perfect prog
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extratropical storm surge and beach erosion forecasts for the east coast; and
storm surge forecasts on the Great Lakes. Specialized numerical weather
prediction forecasts are made for hurricane storm surges.
Additional routine guidance (maximum/minimum and surface temperatures,
dew point, probability of precipitation, precipitation type, snow amount,
surface wind, cloud amount, ceiling height, visibility, etc.) based on the MOS
technique (see Part 11) is produced twice a day. Computer-formatted terminal
and computer worded public forecasts are also produced from the MOS guidance.
Special MOS guidance is generated daily during the growing season to
provide agricultural weather forecasts for several locations throughout the
central and southern United States. This alphanumeric guidance includes
predictions of air and soil temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, and
ground condensation. Solar energy and sunshine forecasts are produced in
graphic form for all of the conterminous United States. Longer range (2- to
6-day) maximum/minimum temperature and probability of precipitation forecasts
are also produced. MOS forecasts of surface temperature, probability of
precipitation, and temperatures in the low and mid-troposphere are
disseminated for a number of stations in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
and southwestern Canada.
3.7.

Local Applications

Two applications are operational, one for displaying manual digitized
radar data and one for monitoring the validity of local aviation terminal
forecasts.
3.2.1
Radar Data Display Program. Software which accesses manually
digitized radar data, decodes it, and displays it on local state map
backgrounds is operational. The program is able to display hourly MDR values
for up to 6 hours for each MDR grid square. The routine can also calculate
hourly totals for any number of hours up to 6 hours and display these on the
local map background. The software can be run on the local AFOS minicomputers.
3.2.2
Aviation Terminal Forecast Monitoring Program. To assist the aviation
weather forecaster perform weather watch functions, a Fortran applications
program has been developed. This routine compares the current terminal
aviation forecast with corresponding surface aviation weather observations and
warns the forecaster when the forecast departs from current conditions as
defined by official NWS forecast amendment criteria. The program will also
alert the forecaster when conditions are approaching amendment criteria.
PART IV.

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION ACTIVITIES

Currently, three primary areas of international liaison are associated
with our responsibilities as an activity center for objective interpretation
methods.
4.1

Visitors from Other Nations

From time to time, TDL's storm surge modeling group is visited by
foreign scientists wishing to work with the SLOSH storm surge model.
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Generally, an extended visit of 6 months to 1 year is necessary to learn the
details of the model, prepare basin data covering a critical area of the
scientist's homeland, and perform sufficient computer runs to isolate possible
storm surge flooding. Various SLOSH-generated products resulting from these
computer runs are taken back with the scientist for use in "real-time" storm
surge forecasting. Funding for these extended visits is borne either by the
visitor's government or by an international agency, such as the WMO. TDL has
no funding set aside to sponsor such visitors, but does supply instruction,
office space, and necessary computer resources to complete the project. Since
it would be difficult for TDL to accommodate more than two visiting scientists
simultaneously, arrangements should be made well in advance of a scientist's
arrival at TDL. Long-term visitors have included scientists from India,
Burma, Japan, and the Philippines.
Several scientists visited TDL during 1984 for short periods.
Mr. Reyes and Mr. Arafi1es of the Philippines came during November to discuss
typhoon surge modeling and recent typhoon problems with our staff.
Discussions were held on possible joint work between our two countries. In
addition, a delegation of five scientists from the People's Republic of
China--Dr. Liu, Mr. Ying, Mr. Wu, Mr. Zhao, and Mr. Wang--visited TDL's storm
surge mode ling group in late November to discuss SLOSH hurricane storm surge
modeling and the storm surge work conducted in China.
Mr. Prem Saddy of the Indian Meteorological Service visited TDL during
the last week in June. He received briefings on several mesoscale
applications such as the ICRAD system described in Part 11. In mid-July,
Mr. Moon-il Kim, a meteorologist from the Republic of Korea, was briefed on
various aspects of our MOS developmental work.
Mr. Hirasawa from the Japan Meteorological Agency has been extended an
invitation to visit for a period of about a year in order to pursue
statistical interpretation studies of mutual interest. Dr. Hongxing Cao of
the Peoples Republic of China is under consideration to receive a National
Research Foundation scholarship for a I-year assignment which will be focused
on making use of eigenvalue methods in the GEM model (see Part 11). In
addition, informal arrangements have been made with the Instituto Nacional de
Meteorologia of Spain for TDL to host Mr. Rafael Azcaraga while he develops
MOS-based maximum and minimum temperature forecast equations for Spanish
stations. We expect Mr. Azcaraga to come here in the spring of 1985 with
2 years of surface observations for several locations, and also with
corresponding coarse mesh model forecasts produced by the United Kingdom
Meteorological Office at Bracknell. In the future, the Spanish Meteorological
Service intends to use forecasts made from its own numerical model to develop
MOS equations, once the required database has been established.
4.2

Visits to Other Nations

As part of a joint cooperative agreement between the United States and
India, Dr. Chester Jelesnianski, TDL's principal storm surge modeler, was
invited to India where he presented a series of lectures on storm surge
mode ling at the Indian Institute of Technology. In addition to presenting the
techniques we use in storm surge modeling, Dr. Jelesnianski also evaluated and
suggested further research for the Institute's storm surge model.
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In response to a request from the WMO, NWS appointed Mr. Frank Lewis
as its representative to lecture at a training seminar on the use of numerical
weather prediction products, October 15-19, 1984, at Erice, Sicily. Mr. Lewis
presented two papers: "Applications of Model Output Statistics in the United
States" and "Strategies for the Development and Use of a Model Output
Statistics System." In addition, he conducted a tutorial on screening
multiple linear regression and participated in a panel discussion at the close
of the seminar. In conjunction with the trip to Italy, Mr. Lewis visited the
Instituto Nacional de Meteoro1ogia of Spain. While in Spain, he served as a
consultant for the development of a MOS forecast system.
PART V.
5.1

PUBLICATIONS
Journals and Conferences

Bermowitz, R. J., and R. L. Miller, "A Field Evaluation and Some Recent
Changes in the Computer Worded Forecast," Preprints Tenth Conference
on Weather Forecasting, C1earwater Beach, Florida, June 25-29, 1984,
92-97.
Bocchieri, J. R., "Some Results from the Local AFOS MOS Program (LAMP) for
Forecasting Precipitation Type in the Washington, D.C. WSFO Forecast
Area," Preprints Tenth Conference on Weather Forecasting, C1earwater
Beach, Florida, June 25-29, 1984, 278-285.
Burroughs, L. D., "Development of Forecast Guidance for Santa Ana Conditions,"
Preprints Tenth Conference on Weather _Forecasting, C1earwater Beach,
Florida, June 25-29, 1984, 450-454.
G1ahn, H. R., "Surface Wind Forecasts from the Local AFOS MOS Program (LAMP),1f
Preprints Tenth Conf~rence on Weather Forecasting, C1earwater Beach,
Florida, June 25-29, 1984, 78-86.
Hess, K. W., "A Technique for Forecasting Spilled Oil Transport in Bays,1f
National Weather Digest, Vol. 9, No. 2, May 1984, 26-33.
Je1esnianski, C. P., J. Chen, W. A. Shaffer, a_nd A. J. Gi1ad, "SLOSH--A
Hurricane Storm Surge Forecast Model," Preprints Oceans _' 84, Vol. 1,
Washington, D.C., September 10-12, 1984, 314-317.
Jen.senius, J. S., Jr., "Automated Forecasts of Percent of Possible Sunshine,"
Preprints Tenth Conference on Weather Forecasting, C1earwater Beach,
Florida, June 25-29, 1984, 69-74.
McGovern, W. E., R. E. Saff1e, and K. C. Crawford, "Verification Results from
1982-1984 Operational Radar Reflectivity Experiment," Preprints
Twenty-second Conference on Radar Meteorology, Zurich, Switzerland,
September 10-14, 1984, 188-191.
Miller, R. G., "Very Short Range Statistical Forecasting of Automated Weather
Observations," U.S. Department of Commerce, Interm Report
DOT/FAA/PM-84/31, November 1984, 17 pp.
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Richardson, W. S., and C. S. Gilman, "Improved Automated Extratropical Storm
Surge Forecast Guidance for East Coast Cities," National Weather Digest,
Vol. 9, No. 2, May 1984, 11-17.
Schwartz, B. E., "Typical Warm Season MOS Guidance Errors," Preprints Tenth
Conference on Weather Forecasting, Clearwater Beach, Florida,
June 25-29, 1984, 50-56.
Weiss, S. J., and R. M. Reap, "Performance Characteristics of the TDL
Automated Severe Storm Outlook: A Statistical Evaluation," Preprints
Tenth Conference on Weather Forecasting, C1earwater Beach, Florida,
June 25-29, 1984, 181-~88.
5.2

Technical -Memorandums
-

-

NWS TDL-72

"Experimental Wind Forecasts from the Local AFOS MOS Program,"
(G1ahn)

NWS TDL-73

"Trends in Skill and Accuracy of National Weather Service PoP
Forecasts,"
(G1ahn)

NWS TDL-74

"Great Lakes Nearshore Wind Predictions from Great Lakes MOS Wind
Guidance,"
(Burroughs)

5.3

Office Notes

84-1.

"Experiments in the Use of the Local AFOS MOS Program (LAMP) for
Forecasting Precipitation Type in the Washington, D.C. WSFO Forecast
Area"
(Bocchieri, Forst)

84-2.

"Comparison of LAMP and GEM Wind Forecasts"

84-3.

"Verification of Objective Snow Amount Guidance (October 1982-March
1983)"
(Mag1aras)

84-4.

"Comparative Verification of Guidance and Local Aviation/Public
Weather Forecasts--No. 16 (April 1983-September 1983)"
(Maglaras, Carter, Da11ava11e, Ho1lenbaugh, Schwartz)

84-5.

"The Use of Satellite Moisture Bogus Data in MOS Prediction Equations"
(Carter, Chiang, Hlywiak)

84-6.

"A Field Evaluation of the AFOS Plotting Program for Manually Digitized
Radar Data"
(Newton)

84-7.

"Model Output Statistics (MOS) Forecast Guidance for U.S. Air Force
Locations in Alaska"
(Baker)

84-8.

"Single-Point Forecasts of Wind-Driven and Tidal Currents in San Pedro
Channel"
(Hess)

84-9.

"An In-House Evaluation of Computer Worded Forecasts for Zones"
(Waldstreicher, Bermowitz)

84-10.

"Testing of Objective Guidance for Hawaii"

(Glahn)

(Schwartz, Chiang)
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84-11.

"Objective Forecasts of Some Record-Breaking Minimum Temperatures
During December 1983"
(Da11ava11e)

84-12.

"Models of Gulf Stream Behavior: A Literature Survey"

84-13.

"Computer Worded High Seas Forecasts"

84-14.

"Two Case Studies of MOS Temperature Forecast Inconsistencies at
Brownsville, Texas during the Winter of 1983-1984"
(Hlywiak, Dal1avalle)

84-15.

"AFOS-era Verification of Guidance and Local Aviation/Public Weather
Forecasts--No. 1 (October 1983-March 1984)"
(Carter, Dagostaro,
Da11ava11e, Ho11enbaugh, Mag1aras)

84-16.

"An Investigation of MOS Minimum Temperature Errors in North and South
Dakota During December 1982"
(Murphy, Dallavalle)

84-17.

"Applications of the MOS Technique: A Bibliography--No. 3"
(Carter, Dallavalle)

5.4

Computer _Programs

(Hess)

(Richardson, Perrotti)

NWS-TDL-CP 84-1.

"AFOS Display of MDR Data on Local Map Backgrounds"

(Newton)

NWS-TDL-CP 84-2.

"AFOS Surface Observation Decoding"

NWS-TDL-CP 84-3.

"AFOS-era Forecast Verification"
(R. L. Miller, Heffernan, Ruth)

(Perrotti)
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Report of the first meeting of the Steering Group for veryshort-range forecasting of CAS
Hawaii, USA, 12 August 1985
1.

The first meeting of the Steering Group for very short-range
forecasting within the WMO Programme on short-and medium range
weather predicition research was opened by the chairman of the
group, Dr. Bodin, on the premises of Hilton Hotel, Honolulu,
12 August 1985 at 13.30. Dr. Bodin welcomed the participants
and expressed wishes for a fruitful meeting. For a list of
participants see Annex I.

2.

The agenda in Annex I was approved by the meeting.

3.

Review of WMO documents relevant to the work of this Steering
Group
Documents, relevant to the work of the group, were reviewed by
the group. This means in particular the Report of the Session
of CAS working group on short-and medium-range weather prediction research (Geneva, 24-28 January 1983) and Report of the
meeting of experts on the short-range prediction of actual elements
(Geneva, 22-23 November 1984). The group noted expecially the
objectives and strategies of the PWPR study projects of WMO.

4.

Review of progress in the field of VSRF. Ongoing work and plans
at the activity centres
The members of the group informed about ongoing activities in
their respective countries. However, much of the efforts in
very short-range forecasting have been documented in an excellent
way in the proceedings of the Nowcasting IIA-Symposium, held in
Hawaii on August 6, 1985. In this connection it is only worthwhile to draw attention to CASP-the Canadian Atlantic Storms
Programme which will take place from 15 January to 15 March 1986
in the Nova Scotia region. It will be a mesoscale experiment
aimed at a better understanding of east coast winter storms and
their oceanic response. The experiment will be connected to the
American GALE experiment.

5.

Ways of developing contacts between activity centres
Agenda items 5 and 6 are the most central ones in developing the
roles of activity centres. The chairman informed the group that
some limited funds were available at WMO to promote exchange and
cooperation between activity centres and developing countries.
A number of suggestions appeared concerning ways of developing contacts
between activity centres.

5.1

Establishment of a mailing list of the members of the Steering
Group to facilitate the exchange of reports between activity
centres and other active groups.

5.2 One scientist from each of the activity centres should visit the
other activity centres and give an in depth presentation of the
work at his own activity centre. He will also be given a thorough
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presentation of the work of the recelvlng activity centre.
This exchange should be completed within 2 years.
~.3

Active participation by visiting scientists or forecasters
in some of the importants projects in VSRF, like PROFS, CASP,
FRONTIERS and PROMI S shou 1d be encouraged.

5.4 Exploring the possibilities of joint development of software and
hardware. Such developments must be based on mutual benefits.
5.5 Attempt to set up a joint study of the feasability of the development of a VHF/UHF-wind profiler for VSRF (land based, ship based
and possibly bouy based).
5.6

Exploring the possibilities to set up an observing system
experiment, involving both numerical model experiments as well
as operational forecast tests with forecasters using different
sets of information.

6.

The role of activity centres with respect to transfer of knowledge
to other nat iona 1 weather serv ices

6.1

An important aspect of the role of an activity centre is the aim to
transfer knowledge to other national weather services and in
particular to developing countries. Although as much as possible
of software and knowledge should be available free of charge,
several countries have invested considerable sums of money using
consultants and cooperating with industry. This puts restrictions on the availability of certain software because of commercial
commitments. This means that software that is given away free
of charge might be restricted to be used by the receiver solely
or that users have to pay to take over certain software modules.
Even in the latter case restrictions on further spread might be
imposed. With this limitation the Steering Group accepted the responsibilities of an activity centre laid down in paragraph 6.8 of
Report of the Session of the CAS working group on short-and
medium-range weather predicition research (Geneva, 24-28 January
1983).

6.2

Turning to the question of concrete actions to promote the transfer of knowledge of VSRF and indentifying in particular the needs
of developing countries the Steering Group came up with the following suggestions.

6.3

Training is an important factor in introducing new methodologies.
Training can pe offered by the activity centres on request. One
suggestion is that WMO takes on to arrange training courses on
for example the use of radars and satellite imagery in very shortrange forecasting. The stress should be on using existing technology.

6.4

It is important to consider the development of VSRF-systems in
connection to the problems of developing countries. In this
context the group proposes the estab 1i shment of a development
project located in the tropics. This project would aim at using
simple but yet useful equipment like radars, satellite data
receivers, automatic weather stations etc. The aim would be to
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develop a system concept for VSRF in the tropics using
technology available to developing countries. Such a development project could be located in e.g. Africa but other places
might obviously also be considered.
Both 6.3 above and this proposed project would mean a strong
involvement by WMO. A possible way to obtain partial funding
for a VSRF development project could be the VCP.
7.

Conferences and symposia

7.1

A symposium on Mesoscale meteorology will be arranged in
Winnipeg, Canada in February 1986. For further information see
e. g. the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.

7.2 The third Conference on Nowcasting co-sponsored by I~, WMO
and ESA will take place in Vancouver, Canada, 17-20 August 1987.
Its title is "Mesoscale Analysis and Forecasting".
7.3 The COST-72 Final Report meeting took place in Erice, Sicily,
September 30 - October 3, 1985.
7.4 . The group considered the need for additional activities in the
fiel~ of very short-range forecasting and decided to suggest WMO
to arrange a workshop on observing system experiments for VSRF.
A suitable time would be early in 1988 and 5-10 people should be
invited.
8.

Recommendations
The Steering Group made the following recommendations

8.1

The Group recommends that WMO take appropriate actions according
to the above paragraphes where so is required.

8.2

The Group has the opinion that study project 5, very shortrange forecasting, would benefit very much if Japan and the United
Kingdom were established as activity centres in this field.
Because of this the Group recommends that WMO issues a new
invitation to these countries to become activity centres in study
project no 5. Such an invitation could have this report annexed
to it.

9.

Closure of session
The meeting of the Steering Group for very short-range forecasting
closed on 12 August 1985 at 16:DO hours. The chairman thanked the
participants for their constructive and creative participation.
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( Annex I )

First meeting of th~ Steering gro~p for very
short-range forecasting (VSHRF)
12 August 1985, Hawaii
1.

Agenda
1. Opening of session
2. Approval of agenda
3 Review of WMO-documents relevant to the work of this
steering group.
4. Review of the progress in the field of VSRF. Ongoing
work and plans at the activity centres.
5. Ways of developing contacts between activity centres.
6. The role of activity centres with respect to transfer
of knowledge to other national services.
7. Coming conferences and symposia.
8. Recommendations.
9. Closure of session.

2.

Participants
Chairman
Svante Bodin

George Isaacs

Invited Experts
Keith Browning
Peter Taylor

Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute,
Norrkoping, Sweden
Atmospheric Environment
SerVice
Downsvie~~ Canada
UK Meteorological Office
Bracknell, UK
Atmospheric Environment
Service,
Downsview, Canada.
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SUGGESTED NEW VERSION OF THE WMO SECOND LONG-TERM PLAN (PART II)
I - PROGRAMME ON SHORT- AND MEDIUM-RANGE WEATHER PREDICTION RESEARCH
The main long-term aims of the Programme on Short- and Medium-range
Weather Prediction Research (PSMP) as described in Part I of the Second
Long-Term Plan are:
(i)

To assist Members to strengthen their research in short- and
medium-range weather forecasting, including the better
understanding of relevant dynamical and physical processes.
Particular emphasis will be placed on improving the prediction
of actual local weather phenomena.

(ii)

To foster the transfer of forecasting experience and methodology
to all WMO Members aimed at further general improvement in
weather prediction.

Current status
1.1
The WMO Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction
Research (PSMP), along with the Programme on Long-range Forecasting Research,
are given highest priority in the Research and Development Programme. This is
especially justified in the light of the increased demand for weather forecast
products by various fields of human activity. The Programme covers the period
of forecast validity from less than two hours up to about 10 days ahead and
includes the transfer of forecast methodology and experience to all WMO
Members as well as the co-ordination of research efforts on short- and
medium-range weather prediction.
1.2
During the past three decades of computer application to weather
prediction great advances have been achieved. Considerable improvements in
72-hour forecasting skills have already been made as far as the synoptic
weather situation is concerned. The last decade has seen major progress in
the techniques of weather prediction, so that, for example, three-day
forecasts of the sea-level pressure are now provided with an accuracy of
predictive skill comparable to that achieved for one-day numerical prediction
in the early 1970s. The period of useful forecasts in the extratropical
Northern Hemisphere has been extended from about three days to about seven
days over the last 20 years. The progress is due to technological advances
(e.g. the availability of faster computers and bigger digital memories which
allow reduction of the integration errors), to new data sources (including
meteorological satellites) and better analysis of data generally, and to
conceptual advances in the numerical formulation of the dynamical and physical
processes in the atmosphere. Many of these processes are now much more
faithfully represented with resulting improvements in the realism of
predictions. Many countries already have substantial computer facilities
which are used in their daily weather forecasting. In developing countries,
however, only computers of limited power are available. Some data banks,
including FGGE data and the ECMWF/WMO Global data sets, have already been set
up and services to all WMO Members have been initiated. In addition to this,
due to the improved observational networks (both space-based and
ground-based), new weather system structures and local weather phenomena have
been revealed by satellite and other observations. In addition, a,nubmer of
RDP 2436
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specific atmospheric phenomena have now been successfully simulated, offering
much hope for further progress in regional weather prediction.
Many research centres work on the further improvement of short-range
and very short-range prediction of weather elements and attempt to extend the
useful forecasting period up to ten days or more.
1.3
However, efforts must be made to encourage and assist Members in
further increasing their research efforts aimed at improving the accuracy of
short- and medium-range weather prediction. It is also vitally important to
facilitate and promote the transfer of forecast methodology and the exchange
of experience among all WMO Members as well as the co-ordination and
co-operation of their research on short- and medium-range weather prediction.
In order to foster this work it is necessary to promote the
participation of scientists, especially those from developing countries in
relevant international activities and to advise Members of relevant research
and training projects.
1.4
The WMO Programme on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction
Research includes activities within the six following priority study areas:
Research on the application of high-resolution quantitative
satellite data;
Limited-area weather prediction modelling;
Phenomenological studies;
Objective interpretation methods;
Very short-range forecasting;
Regional investigations, such as Mediterranean cyclones studies.
For the efficient implementation of the above-mentioned study areas,
and for co-ordination of general research in short- and medium-range weather
prediction, the responsible bodies and their roles are indicated in the
following paragraphs.
1.5
The CAS Working Group on Short- and Medium-range Weather Prediction
Research has the responsibility of (i) giving scientific advice on the PSMP to
the Secretary-General and the Executive Council through the President of CAS;
(ii) keeping under constant review major methodological developments and
research achievements in SMP; (iii) identifying specific fields requiring
further investigations and making appropriate proposals in particular on the
implementation of specific high priority research projects; and (iv)
monitoring the implementation of PSMP projects and further developing
appropriate study projects as and when necessary.
1.6
The CAS/JSC Working Group on Numerical Experimentation, covering both
GARP and WCRP activities, will overview, promote and co-ordinate numerical
experimentation projects in support of the Weather Prediction Research
Programmes and the World Climate Research Programme. It enables both CAS and
JSC to collaboratre closely in the execution of projects, with a view to
ensure that the respective programmes were complementary and not overlapping.
It shall study the necessary steps which could lead to the further improvement
of operational weather prediction.
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1.7
The CAS Working Group on Tropical Meteorology has general
responsibility in the area of tropical limited-area weather prediction
modelling.
1.8
The responsibilities of the Activity Centres designated for each study
project within the PSMP is as follows:
to inform Member countries periodically about their activities;
To make, where appropriate, data sets and computer programmes
available for other users and have these documented in a
standardized way;
to invite visiting and seconded scientists;
to organize workshops/courses and prepare technical reports
and/or other comprehensive publications;
to assist other users in adopting numerical systems.
Major developments in the Next Decade
1.9
It is anticipated that improved weather prediction (both more accurate
and timely) will be required by various industries in the next decade in
particular in production and distribution planning, route planning for air
transport and shipping, agricultural production, natural disaster protection
and water management. More emphasis is to be put on the prediction of
significant weather phenomena.
1.10
The improvement in both accuracy and timeliness in actual weather
prediction is expected to be one of the major requirements of .the next
decade. In relation to this need, considerable progress is needed in shortand very short-range prediction of weather elements. Considerable
improvements will be gained in the short-range prediction of actual weather
elements by the optimum use of limited-area NWP products and observations of
regional and local weather phenomena.
1.11
The further extension of the useful forecasting period is another
need. In the next decade, the useful forecasting period of the weather
situation will undoubtedly be extended from the present limit of around seven
days in the extratropical Norther Hemisphere, and improvement is also expected
the Tropics and Southern Hemisphere.
1.12
Both the continuing evolution in computer power and facilities, and
more widely available access to computers are expected to occur, which will
benefit both research and operational forecasting. In the regard, it should
be emphasized that in developing countries computers of limited power could be
widely used in weather forecasting, both by numerical/dynamical methods, as
well as statistical/objective methods, provided data coverage is adequate.
1.13
It is believed that knowledge of the four-dimensional
thermohydrodynamic structure of the atmosphere on all scales will improve as a
result of developments in satellite and ground-based sensing. This is
connected to the improvements in the integrated System Study of WWW which
will provide better observations of the existing atmospheric state and provide
a firmer basis for short- and medium-range weather prediction.
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1.14
In addition to this, iIllproved conununications will revolutionize the
exchange of observational data, analyses and prediction between various
Meteorological Centres. Consequently, IlIore comprehensive data banks will be
established on regional and/or national bases and will be made available to
more users. These will facilitate and improve the accuracy of the objective
interpretation results.
1.15
As economy and industries grow, the demands on weather prediction will
become even higher and the interest and support to weather prediction research
would increase. On the one hand, in industrial countries with advanced NWP
Centres, better accuracy will be obtained and this will benefit other parts of
the world, and on the other hand, more developing countries will be interested
in numerical methods in their national Weather Services. Enhanced efforts
will be made to further foster the transfer and exchange of research
experience and techniced methodologies among WMO Members and to promote the
training of eligible personnel, especially for developing countries.
1.16
It is understandable that the policies, capability and needs of
Members in the light of their support for PSMP are strongly influenced by the
extent of the damage caused by adverse actual weather elements, and also the
benefits gained by their successful prediction. Recent experience with
adverse weather phenomena and their prediction, as well as cost/benefit
estimates made in some Member countries, is expected to influence the support
that PSMP will attract.
1.17
One of the situations which requires special attention is the fact
that the technical capability and qualified manpower to carry out PSMP at high
scientific levels reside in only a few Member countries. At the present time
the training of eligible personnel (both for the quality and quantity of
manpower) working on weather prediction research in most developing countries
is considered of vital importance. Therefore, assistance with the necessary
technical capability to mount progranunes in these countries is considered
necessary.
Specific Objectives for the Decade
1.18

There are two specific objectives during the next decade:
1) Improvement in the short-range prediction of actual weather
elements/phenomena. This will be attained by many Member countries
through the use of limited-area fine mesh models with a better
parameterization of different physical processes and the reduction of
the mesh size. These improvements will be made possible by wider use
of more powerful computers and efficient integration schemes. The
optimum use of observational data from different sources should be
combined with the interpretation methods, numerical products and
available man/machine interaction facilities in very short-range
forecasting. FGGE and other GARP-based research will be fully
explored in the design of improved parameterization schemes. Measures
must be taken to ensure the establishment of regional/national data
sets and to facilities and strengthen the research and application of
objective interpretation methods of NWP products in terms of local
weather elements/phenomena. Efforts will be made to strengthen
phenomenological studies and forecasting of extreme weather
conditions, such as, very cold and hot spells, excessive and
insufficient precipitation, snow storms, very strong winds, storm
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surges and other significant and dangerous phenomena. The
investigation of individual weather systems, such as Mediterranean
Cyclones will be encouraged.
2) The continued extension of the useful period in medium-range
prediction of synoptic scale weather systems. There is scope for
important research contributions from both large advanced and smaller
Centres, although implementation will probably occur in the advanced
institutions. Many of these Centres' prediction products are likely
to be made available to all WMO Members. In doing so, the main
efforts will be directed towards further promoting the optimum use of
various kinds of observations, especially of high-resolution
quantitative satellite data, to properly incorporate them into the
four-dimensional assimilation system of numerical weather prediction.
In this respect, more sophisticated prediction models will be designed
to include different physical processes within the atmosphere, its
interaction with oceans, ice and land surface and improved
parameterization of various sub-grid physical processes. It is
planned to design more accurate and efficient numerical schemes and
increase further model resolution.
Plans and Implementation Schedule
1.19
Table I summarizes some major events for the programme to be
implemented during the decade.
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TIME-LINE CHARTS
Notes
1.
These charts are pr~sented, as far as possible, to a standard format.
The horizontal lines indicate the periods of time over which a particular task
is expected to be executed. Some tasks are of a continuous nature and these
are indicated as such. This applies particularly to national activities and
to medium- to long-term monitoring.
2.
An indication is given as to the approximate timing of key events or
stages in each task by using the abbreviations defined below.
3.
Reviews by Congress (Cg-IX in 1991 and Cg-XII in 1995) are important
events for all projects and review by the commission for Atmospheric Sciences
(CAS-X in 1990 and CAS-XI in 1994) is important for the majority of projects.
To avoid repetition, therefore, references to "Cg" and, where appropriate,
"CAS" are included only at the start of each listing.

Key to major events

Cg
CAS
EC
A
B

C
D
G
M

N
P

Q
R

S
T
V
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Progress and plans reviewed at session of WMO Congress
Progress and plans reviewed at session of the WMO commission
for Atmospheric Sciences
Progress and plans reviewed at session of the WMO Executive
Council
Preparation and publication of annual progress reports
Advice and assistance for the establishment of Data Banks
Designation of activity centres and establishment of Steering
Groups
Development of study projects
Publication of guidance material, lectures and proceedings
Convening of technical meetings (symposia, seminars,
workshops, etc.)
Preparation of Newsletter
Preparatory period
Quality of data assurance activities
preparation and publication of reports
Technical studies and activities undertaken by Members
Training courses
Visits of experts/scientists from or to activity centres
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ACTION LIST

Fi~ures

appearing in the brackets refer to the paragraphs of the report.

1.

The data of WMO/CAS NWP Study/Intercomparison Project should continue
to be exchanged and archived (4.61).

2.

proposals be circulated as an integral part of the final report of the
steering Group meeting (5.4).

3.

Focal points be contacted for information on the current activities
(5.5).

4.

Sufficient funds be allocated to assure effective interchange between
Activity Centres and Members (5.14).

5.

products of Activity Centres be transmitted to WMO Library (5.14).

6.

Assistance to Dr. Veltishchev in preparation of a technical report.

7.

Annual progress reports on NWP should be continued as they are (5.17).

8.

Efforts be made to have annual reports issued as promptly as possible
and distributed as widely as possible (5.18).

9.

Contact/focal points be sent a copy of the annual reports and efforts
be made to publicize the availability of the report (5.18).

10.

Future publication of the Activity Centres be considered at the next
Working Group meeting (5.19).

11.

Initiatives of CGE be pushed further (7.1).

12.

A comprehensive mailing list for the new joint CAS/JSC group be
provided (7.2).
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